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RICHARD AND NATHALIE McGIBBON
"Two people dedicated to their community."
Richard and Nathalie McGibbon, better known as Dick and Money, have dedicated
their lives to making other people's lives better. Much deeper than the common
expression of community service, they have worked as a team for decades to make
Millinocket a better place. Their many charitable acts have included two projects
that put people into new homes and out of dwellings so dilapidated that they looked
like piles of rubbish. They and a group of friends formed an organization known as
"Money's Angels" to handle and account for fundraising. Both of them served on
the Millinocket Town Council - Dick for a three year term from 1983 to 1986 and
Money for 17 years from 1971 to 1987. Money also served on the Maine Municipal
Association Legislative Policy Committee, helped start and then served for 17 years
in the Meals for ME program, and recently ended a 35 year association with the
Millinocket Housing Corporation board of directors. She also received two
Jefferson Awards in 1984 and 1997 for her community work. Dick retired from
Great Northern Paper after 33 years and recently left his position as a maintenance
man for the Millinocket Housing Corporation after 25 years of service. Dick and
Money celebrated their 58*11 wedding anniversary last September. They have two
sons, both of whom are married. Ricky and Nadine have a son, Sean, while Thomas
and Sylvia have a daughter, Nichole, and Nichole has a son, Zachary. The Town of
Millinocket is proud to dedicate this Annual Report to them.
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G MEMBER, SMALL BUSINESS
Dear Friends:
As we begin this New Year, I want to thank you for the opportunity to offer warm greetings to the people
of Mill mocker. We continue to face many historic challenges together as a nation, as a state, and as individual
towns and cities. At this time when we consider where we have been, and look ahead to the year to come, 1
appreciate this opportunity to share with you my thoughts on some of my goals and priorities for 2010.
Unquestionably, our economy remains the foremost challenge facing us today, We are confronted by an
economic crisis that has already lasted for more than two years. Indeed, the national unemployment rate has
doubled to 10 percent since the onset of the recession in December 2007, while 7,2 million Americans have iost
their jobs. Furthermore, Maine's unemployment rate has risen to 8 percent from 6.2 percent a year ago, while
56,200 of our fellow citizens are jobless. There is, still much to be done, with some Maine counties still
experiencing a rate over 10 percent.
Congress must embrace bipartisan initiatives mat will provide effective solutions to address the critical
issue of job creation, and promptly direct essential resources to those people and businesses facing unprecedented
challenges and an uncertain future. I strongly support the extension of unemployment and nutrition assistance, in
addition to pro-growth policies such as those to promote job-creating small business investment. At the same
time, given the federal deficit for FY2009 was a staggering $14 trillion, we must do more to pair the resources
targeted to job creation with reductions in other areas, We have an obligation to ensure that each and every dollar
we spend either creates jobs at a greater rate or protects displaced individuals at a lower cost than competing
policies on the table. Moreover, to the degree that either tax or spending proposals Congress or the
Administration seek to enact are more beneficial than proceeding to obligate funds still available in the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act, we should assess the possibility of redirecting those resources.
Here in Maine, I am working to help expand high-speed broadband access in northern, western, and
Down East Maine, which could serve as a boon to businesses across the state. The plan, known as the "Three
Ring Binder" project, which I supported, would build a 1,100-mile network stretching from the Saint John Valley
to the coast and across to western Maine. The network would pass through i 00 communities and serve 600
institutions, including the University of Maine, thanks to $25.4 million in federal aid. This funding will foster
entrepreneurial innovation, education, and job growth throughout the state.
As Ranking Member of the Senate Committee on Smal; Business and Entrepreneurship, I am working to
swiftly enact legislation to increase small business loan limits to as high as $5.5 million and extend through 2010
the fee eliminations and increased guarantee on those loans, measures that will otherwise expire under the
Recovery Act. By extending the authorization to temporarily provide higher loan guarantees and eliminate fees
for borrowers, I am continuing my effort to build upon what has worked well in the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act. Given the timely necessity of getting 15.1 million unemployed Americans back to work, it is
critical that we expeditiously pass this bipartisan bill to help our nation's small businesses spur a sustained and
job-filled recovery.
This past year, the Senate also considered one of the most difficult issues of our rime, healthcare reform.
I could not agree more that reform of our healthcare system is an imperative. The reality that the status quo is
unacceptable is what originally brought six of us together on the Senate Finance Committee last summer in the
only bipartisan effort in any committee of the House or Senate in the so-called Group of Six, convened by the
Chairman of the Committee. 1 was therefore troubled that when the Finance bill I ultimately supported in the
Committee was melded with the measure reported by the Senate Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions (HELP)
Committee, it was without the more inclusive, collaborative process I had participated in up to that point and
instead it was conducted without transparency.
[ also regrettably could not support the bill in the Senate given continued policy concerns i had with the
size and scope of the legislation, its potentially negative impact on small businesses and job growth and the reality
that we did not have answers to some of the most fundamental questions that people ask at their kitchen tables.
These are the critical questions relevant to peoples' daily lives, such as, what will this mean for me? How much
will my health insurance plan cost? How much will my deductible or my co-pay be? How much am I going to
have to pay out of pocket? That is why I wrote to the Congressional Budget Office on December 3, 2009,
requesting a complete analysis of these and other key issues as I felt it was imperative that we had those answers
before proceeding to a vote. Unfortunately, I still did not have those responses when the legislation was rushed
through the Senate on an arbitrary deadline that short-changed the process on a measure that affects one-sixth of
our economy. Nevertheless, as the process continues into 2010 with the necessity of reconciling the House and
Senate versions of the bill, I will continue to play a constructive role wherever and whenever possible, and to
offer concrete means of improving the bill for small businesses and al! Americans.
Looking ahead, we will continue to grapple with such urgent matters as strengthening our nation's
homeland security. As a member of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, i will conduct a thorough and
exhaustive investigation of the attempted Christmas Day 2009 terrorist attack to gather all the relevant facts and
make recommendations to fix the egregious intelligence breakdowns highlighted by that potential tragedy. And,
of course, we remember today - and every day - the extraordinary contributions and courage of our brave men
and women in uniform in Iraq, Afghanistan, and around the world who are the faces of the world's finest defense
Again, you may be assured T will continue to work tirelessly on behalf of the people of Maine and
America and - in so doing -1 deeply appreciate the input of all those who share their insights, concerns, and
opinions with me. I encourage you to visit my Senate website at wwxv.snowe.senate.gov for additional details on
my efforts, to obtain helpful government information, and to share any concerns or legislative input you may
have. You may also visit with members of iny staff at my Regional Office located at One Cumberland Place,
Suite 306 in Bangor, or by calling 207-945-0432 or toll free in Maine at 1-800-432-1599.
United States) Senator
United States
COMMITTEES:
flOMELAMJiKcruilY AND
( , < 'V. rKSMhN r AL AFFAIRS
RAMUXG MEMBER
ARMED SERVICES
HPM'I.AL COMMITTEE
TownofMillinockcl
1 97 Penobscot Avenue
Millinocket. ME 04462
Dear Citizens of Millinocket:
A significant accomplishment came in December when the President signed transportation legislation that
includes a provision I authored to create a one-year pilot project to allow trucks weighing up to 1 (H).OOO
pounds to use federal highways in Maine. This is moving heavy trucks off Maine's secondary roads and out
of our downtowns and onto our modern, multi-lane, controlled access highways for one year, during which
time a study of the impact on safety, commerce and road wear-and-tear would be conducted. In addition, this
change helps to level the economic playing field, as neighboring slates already have this exemption.
My appointment in early 2009 to the powerful Appropriations Committee has allowed me to have greater
influence on the funding of priorities that are important to Mainers, such as shipbuilding, health care.
education, and transportation, while also giving me the ability to continue pressing for the elimination of
wasteful spending that exacerbates our federal deficit.
As a member of the Senate Armed Services Committee. I continue to be an advocate for Bath Iron Works, the
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, the Maine Military Authority in Limestone, and the many other defense
contractors and institutions in Maine that contribute so much fo our national security. In August, I traveled to
Iraq and Afghanistan and had the opportunity to meet with many service men and women from Maine. My
conversations with them were the most important aspect of my trip to the region. Our troops are brave.
dedicated, compassionate, and highly skilled. I will continue to work hard to ensure that they have the
support their difficult missions require.
Perhaps the greatest challenge facing our nation continues to be the struggling economy, and among my
highesi priorities are getting our people back to work and our economy back on track. That is why in early
2009 I joined a bipartisan effort to pass the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. The bill contains
robust infrastructure spending, significant funding for slate aid and education, and fax relief for low- and
middle-income families and for small businesses. As a rcsull of this bill. Maine is receiving approximately
$133 million for highway investments, more than S50 million combined for the Clean Water and Drinking
Water State Revolving Funds, and $70.5 million for weaihen/ation and energy efficiency projects.
Energy policy remains another greal challenge: America's reliance on foreign oil harms our economy, our
securiiy. and our environment Meeting the challenge of developing energy alternatives will provide great
opportuniiies for Maine to build an economy for the future, with new industries and thousands of good jobs.
This endeavor received a significant boost las! October when the U.S. Department of Energy announced an S8
million grant lor deepwaler offshore wind research at the University of Maine, and Congress also approved S5
million I sponsored for the Maine Offshore Wind Initiative at UMaine. This January, the U.S. Department of
Commerce announced a $12.4 million laboratory construction grant for the University of Maine. I strongly
advocated for these projects because, with some of the strongest winds in the nation off our coast and some of
the best engineers in the Held. Maine has great potential as an ideal location for offshore wind projects and
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can lake ihc- lead in ihe development of clean, renewable, and affordable energy for America. Estimates are
lhal development of five gigawatts of offshore wind in Maine - enough to power more than 1 million homes
for a year - could attract $20 billion of investment lo our slate and create more than 15.000 green energy jobs
that would be sustained over 30 years.
Of course, this past year brought not just successes. A disappointment was the failure of Congress lo produce
bipartisan health care reform legislation that would contain soaring costs and provide more choices for
struggling families and small businesses. I am deeply concerned about the nearly $500 billion in Medicare
cuts included in the bill.
It is fiscally irresponsible lo raid Medicare - a program which already has long-term financing problems - to
pay for a new enlillemeni program, particularly at a lime when ihe number of Medicare beneficiaries is on the
rise. The hill would saddle Maine's hospilals wiih some $800 million in Medicare euts over the next ten
years, and could push one in live hospilals. nursing homes, and home health providers into the red.
Ultimately, sueh cuts could jeopardize access to care for millions of our nation's seniors.
As the Ranking Member of the Senate Homeland Security Committee. I am committed to ensuring lhal our
nation is as safe as possible and that government is better prepared to respond to disasters. The Christmas
Day terrorist attempt to detonate explosives on an aircraft reminds us of the dangers we continue to confront.
My homeland security priorities include further strengthening our defenses against terrorism and providing
our first responders with the resources they need.
On March 19, 2009, I reached a personal milestone when I cast my 4.00()th consecutive roll call vote,
continuing a record of participating in every single roll call vote since I first came lo the Senate in 1997. I am
grateful for the opportunity lo serve Millinocket and Maine in the United Stales Senate. If ever I ean be of
assistance to you, please contact my Bangor office at 207-945-0417, or visit my website at
http://coliins.senate.gov. May 2010 be a good year for your family, your community, and our state.
Susan M. Collins
United States Senator
MICHAEL H. MICHAUD
(tumjreas nf the Unttci States
ijmtae nf HUprmnt
fflashingtmt, DlC 211
Dear Millinocket residents and friends,
This past year, Mainers have faced many challenges. Yet as I travel across our state, I am
inspired by the stories I hear of people coming together to help their friends, families and
communities. I also continue to hear from many people who are worried about losing
their jobs, heating their homes, putting food on the table and getting affordable health
care. Although there are a few hopeful signs that our nation's economy is beginning to
recover, there is much more we need to do to help Maine's economy.
As an example, I am very pleased that late last year the newly-created Northern Border
Regional Commission received funding and will now be able to start working to create
economic development and job creation projects in the most economically distressed
areas of Maine, New Hampshire. Vermont and northern New York.
I am also pleased that Congress authorized a pilot program that would exempt Maine's
interstate highways from the 80,000 pound federal truck weight limit and help get larger
trucks off our back country roads. This is a good first step in addressing this issue, and I
wiU continue to work to find a lasting solution that will improve road safety and increase
productivity.
Our country has also taken important steps forward in protecting and improving veteran's
benefits and health care. In October, I joined a number of my colleagues at the White
House as President Obama signed the Veterans Health Care Budget Reform and
Transparency Act. The legislation, which I helped introduce earlier this year, authorizes
funding for the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) medical care programs one year in
advance of the start of each fiscal year, helping to end decades of uneven budget cycles
and funding shortfalls that have contributed to the rationing of VA health care and
inadequate access to treatment for our veterans.
Finally, my staff and I remain committed to providing quality constituent services
whether it is help with cutting through red tape or a question about federal programs and
benefits. If my office may ever be of assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me at
my Bangor office at 207-942-6935 or by emailing me through my web page at
www.house.aov/michaud. While on my website, I also encourage you to sign up for
occasional e-mail updates on issues important to Mainers.
Thank you again for the opportunity to represent you in Congress.
With warmest regards,
Michael H. Michaud
Member of Congress
ANNUAL REPORT TO THE TOWN OF MILL1NOCKET
Message from Senator Doug Smith
Dear Friends and Neighbors:
It is a great honor to represent the people of MUlinocket in the State Senate.
The 124th Legislature faced many challenges this past session. In January of 2009 the Governor
introduced the budget for the next biennium with a revenue shortfall of $800 million leaving
lawmakers with some very tough decisions to make. These circumstances, however, presented
an opportunity to retool state government, reduce the size of the bureaucracy, carefully review
the effectiveness of current programs, and set the state government on a course for long term
sustainability. Much of that shortfall was covered with federal stimulus and other one-time
money which allowed the Legislature to delay once again dealing with the need to retool and
reduce the size of government. The budget for FY 09/10was passed over my objections with a
$30 million built in revenue shortfall and a warning I made in a floor speech that the budget
was not balanced and would soon fall apart. Now, on-going budget projections show additional
revenue shortfall - as of this writing - exceeding $400 million less that six months into the
fiscal year. As it deals with the poor fiscal condition of the state and ongoing budgetary
problems the Legislature must keep in mind the long term strategies needed to get Maine's
economy growing.
With news of the new state budget projections, towns should be extremely cautious when
preparing their budgets. Past levels of state support simply may not be available until the
financial crisis has subsided and towns should plan accordingly.
One of the most rewarding aspects of my job as your State Senator is the ability to help
constituents. If you are having an issue with a state agency please feel free to contact me and I
would be happy to help in anyway I can. I can be reached in Augusta at 287-1505 or at home
at 564-8819. It is both and honor and pleasure to serve you in Augusta.
Sincerely,
Douglas M. Smith
State Senator
District 27
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET
Eugene J. Conlogue, Town Manager
197 Penobscot Avenue, Milllnocket, Maine O4462
Telephone 207-723-7OOO FAX 2O7-723-7OO2
E-Mail manageiiSniillinocket.org Web Site www.millinocket.org
To the Taxpayers and Residents of Millinocket:
I am pleased to present my tenth annual report to you on the condition of the
Town of Millinocket for Fiscal Year 2009 (July 1, 2008 to June 30, 2009). As always,
there were a number of major events that occurred during the year.
A major infrastructure project in the Pines area (Iron Bridge Road, Katahdin
Avenue Extension) was mostly finished during the year. The project replaced all the
sewer lines, installed new water mains in most of the area, and improved the stormwater
run-off in the area. All residences in the area also received new water and sewer hook-
ups from the mains in the street to their foundations, if proper permission was given by
the homeowners. The project cost was $1,819,000.00, with $500,000.00 coming from a
Community Development Block Grant, $1,050,000.00 from a State Revolving Loan,
$80,000.00 from AquaMaine toward the cost of repaying the area, and $189,000.00 from
Wastewater Department reserves. AquaMaine also contributed another $400,000.00 in
water main replacement work.
The vote to approve the establishment of an AOS (Alternative Operating
Structure) for the area's schools went down to defeat in January when East Millinocket
and Medway voters rejected the proposal, although Millinocket approved it. Plans for
complying with the new State law are at best uncertain going forward.
On May 28, Katahdin Paper Company announced it planned to indefinitely
suspend operations as of July 28 due mostly to the cost of oil. The mill actually closed
on September 2, 2008. Efforts continue to construct a bio-mass boiler to provide needed
lower cost steam and heat to the mill as well as electricity to the grid. Brookfreld
officials have told the Town that the mill will not re-open without a bio-mass boiler and,
even if a bio-mass boiler is built, there is still no guarantee that the mill will re-open.
Good news for the year included the receipt of several grants to construct a multi-
use recreational bridge over the West Branch and a second grant to build a new
recreational trail from the Timbercruisers Clubhouse, over the new bridge, to South
Twin. We expect to extend this new trail to Seboeis in the next year. Jerry Pond, thanks
to Rotary, is also being rehabilitated and could be ready for public use in 2010. Finally,
the Gerald Pelletier family became national sensations with their Discovery Channel
program, American Loggers. The show has been renewed for a second season.
I thank you, the Town Council, and our excellent staff for making our community
a special place. Please contact me if I can be of assistance to you.
Eugene J. Conlogue
Town Manager
Home to Mount Katahdin, Baxter State Park, and Your Successful Future
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Millinocket School Department
P.O. Box 30
Millinocket, Maine 04462
Sara C. Alberts, Superintendent
Phone. (207)746-3500 Fax: (207)746-3516
Dear Citizens of Millinocket.
I want to take a moment to thank alt of you for supporting our schools and the education of the children of
our community. Over the past several years, our school department has been required to undergo a
number of transitions as a result of many state and federal rule changes. In an attempt to keep up with the
ever-changing landscape, our teachers and have attended a number of professional development activities
to help them become familiar with the new learning and teaching expectations. In addition, they have
taken what they have learned, worked in teams to analyze student data, use this information to identify
effective research based instructional practices, design valid and reliable assessments to measure
performance and make changes to the curriculum in order to improve performance and better prepare our
students for the future.
Some examples of the changes all our staff have been required to face over the past 5 years is outlined in
the table below:
What was in effect 5 years ago Changes expected in 2010
Maine Learning Results (MLR): The Department
of Education established a set of learning standards
for all Maine Students.
Soon, the new PEI's will step aside to make way
for the CCS.
Beginning in the 2009 school year the state
changed the standards and renamed them
Parameters for Essential Instruction (PEI).
Beginning in the 2010-2011 school year, schools
will be required to align their curriculum with the
Common Core Standards tCCSV
Local Curriculum aligns! ' \ s :h i'v.- Maine Learning
Results : All schools were required to hz
curriculum that matched the MLR (dates for
compliance continued to change). Your district has
been working on this alignment for many years.
Standards based education: All schools are required
to demonstrate how students will achieve the
standards set forth in the MLR through :
1. Analyzing academic data of each student
(MEA's, and Local Assessments);
?. Identifying standards Students are not
Local Curriculum aligned with the Parameters for
Essential Instruction: All schools are required to
change their curriculum to match the new PEI's.
During the 2007-2008 year, your district began to
work on these anticipated changes. Students were
recently assessed on these new benchmarks in
October 2009.
2011 and beyond: New Federal laws are expected
to require states and local districts to follow the
Common Core Standards (CCS).. This will mean
another change in the curriculum we are presently
re-developing.
While the term Standards based education is still
around, it is now used synonymously with terms as
benchmarks, learning parameters etc. All schools
are now required to demonstrate how students will
achieve the benchmarks set forth in the PEI's by:
1. Analyzing Data fflECAPS scores. NWEA
and other local assessment systems).
2. Identifying standards students arc not
achieving;
3. Identifying ways to best reach students
failing to achieve the standard through the
use of differentiated instructional practices:
4. Identifying multiple ways of assessing each
student to demonstrate they have met the
Creating a common rubric that identifies the
standards taught and measures learning
outcomes on a 1-4 level.
achieving;
Identifying ways to best reach students
failing to achieve the standard through the
use of practices that are both research
based and differentiated;
Identifying multiple ways of assessing each
student to demonstrate they have achieved
the new learning parameters;
Continue creating rubrics to measure
outcomes in a way yet to be approved by
the state (Most districts continue to use a 1-
4 rubric).
MAPS and LADS : Schools were required to assess
all students, according to a framework established
by the state, to measure achievement of the
standards set forth in the Maine Learning Results.
Teachers were expected to design valid and reliable
classroom based assessments to measure progress.
Comprehensive Assessment System: A testing
system that uses multiple measures of evaluating
student achievement, guide instruction and provide
data for local, state and federal accountability
purposes. Some examples of multiple measures
are:
1. NECAPS
2. NWEA or other research based
assessments:
3. Exhibitions or presentations;
4. Writing prompts,
5. Locally developed standardized Formative
and Summative assessments based on a
curriculum that is aligned with the PEI's.
MEA's. PAAP's: State assessment given to all
students to determine achievement of the standards
set forth in the MLR.
Evaluating Achievement through NECAPis.
SAT's. MEA augmentation tests. PAAP's.
ACCESS for English Language Learners: These
assessments arc designed to measure how students
are doing toward achieving the standards set forth
in the PEI's as well as demonstrate Federal
accountability in terms of Annual Yearly Progress
(AYP)
PLC Professional Learning Communities: A term
used to describe the team of teachers who meet to
analyze student data, identify gaps in the
curriculum or learning and who suggest
instructional practices or other alternatives to help
students achieve the PEI':
Rtl: Response lo Intervention. A 3 tier system of
interventions designed to help teachers
systematically look at how to best help students
who are not meeting the benchmarks set forth in
the PEI's in both academic and behavioral areas.
(Musi be implemented by 2012}
Standards Based Reporting: A tool developed to
show parents and the state (the target date keeps
changing was 2008 then 2009 and finally 2012)
how students are doing toward achieving the
standards set forth in the MLR as well as
determine receipt of a diploma.
Reporting Student Performance for diploma
purposes: Before a student reaches high school
each child will be required to have developed a
Personal Learning Plan (PLP) identifying
Pathways of Learning they will take in order to
show they have met the Parameters of Essential
Instruction in order to receive a high school
diploma beginning \\ith the graduates of 2016.
Given the magnitude of multiple changes required of all our staff over the course of the past several years.
it is clear to me that your faculty and staff, K-12, have worked extraordinarily hard. They have learned or
re-learned many new strategies to design a relevant and rigorous curriculum, analyze test data, use this
information more effectively to inform instruction, and they are looking at new brain research to find
instructional practices that will better prepare your children for the world ahead. Their flexibility, in
dealing with multiple changes in requirements, along with the desire to better prepare your children for
the future, is remarkable. Though the road ahead is long, arduous and the landscape constantly changing,
you have a community of dedicated educators willing to go the mile to make a difference. Thank you for
your supporting their endeavors to move your district and children forward.
Sincerely,
Sara C. Alberts
Superintendent of Schools
2009-2010 School Year
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James Nyman
LIBRARY COMMITTEE
David Dearing
James Gill
Rowena Goss
Brenda Hews
Kamma Michaud
Robert Pelletier
Marybeth Varney
PERSONNEL APPEALS BOARD
John DiCentes
Kevin Gregory
Joel Neal Sr.
PLANNING BOARD
Albert Berube
Jon Crawford
Avern Danfortti
Anthony Filauro (Chair)
James Kelley
Rudy Nadeau
Louis Pelletier
2000-1 ndef
1997-1 ndef
2005-2008
2005-2008
2007-2010
2005-2008
2007-2010
2008-2013
2006-2011
2006-201 1
2006-2013
2003-2010
2004-2011
2003-2010
2006-2012
2002-2009
2006-2013
2006-2009
2006-2009
2006-2009
2006-2010
2004-2009
2004-2009
2008-2013
2008-2013
2008-2013
2008-2013
HEALTH OFFICER
Thomas Malcolm 2007-2008
MILK INSPECTOR
Patrick Welch 1969-lndef.
PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR
Dennis Cox 2000-lndef
Ralph Soucier, Assistant 2007-lndef
RECREATION DIRECTOR
Frank Clukey 2005-lndef.
WASTEWATER DIRECTOR
James Charette 2001-lndef.
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR
Lori Santerre 1997-lndef.
PLUMBING INSPECTOR
Michael Noble 2002-lndef.
REGISTRAR OF VOTERS
Roxanne Johnson 2007-2009
RECREATION COMMISSION
Linda MacDonald 2008-2011
Jane McGillicuddy 2008-2011
Thomas Malcolm 2007-2010
Richard Rideout 2008-2011
Robin Stevens 2008-2011
Warren Steward 2008-2011
BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW
FAIR HEARING AUTHORITY
David Manzo 2008-2011
Richard Rideout 2008-2011
CODE ENFORCEMENT
TOWN MANAGER 723-7000
FAX 723-7002
TAX ASSESSOR 723-7005
TOWN CLERK 723-7007
TAX COLLECTOR 723-7006
LIBRARIAN 723-7020
PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR 723-7030
RECREATION DIRECTOR 746-3553
SOLID WASTE DIRECTOR 723-7037
WASTEWATER DIRECTOR 723-7040
GENERAL ASSISTANCE 723-7010
AIRPORT FIXED BASE OPERATOR 723-6649
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 746-3500
TOWN COUNCILORS
JIMMY BUSQUE 723-5358
DAVID CYR 723^1954
SCOTT GONYA 723-4487
MICHAEL MADORE 723-8937
JAMES MINGO 723-8293
WALLACE PAUL 723-9358
JOHN RAYMOND 723-5703
DIRECTORY OF COMMITTEES AND COMMISSIONS
SCHOOL BOARD
Shelley Farrington 723-7922
Kevin Gregory 723-5178
Arnold Hopkins 723-5297
MichaelJewers 723-4193
Thomas Malcolm 723^4193
CEMETERY COMMITTEE
David Manzo 723-9695
Joel Neal Sr. 723-9049
James Nyman 723-5559
BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW
Charles Cirame 723-8700
PLANNING BOARD
Albert Berube
Charles Cirame
Jon Crawford
Avern Danforth
Anthony Filauro (chair)
James Kelley
Louis Pelletier
BOARD OF APPEALS
Jean Babbidge
Daniel Hannafin
Michael Jewers
Richard Leavitt
George Martin Jr.
RECREATION COMMISSION
Cheryl Collinsworth
Linda MacDonald
Thomas Malcolm
Jane McGillicuddy
Richard Rideout
Ian Shearer
Robin Stevens
Warren Steward
723-8490
723-8700
723-4836
723-9536
723-9401
723-9084
723-5460
723-5513
723-6516
723-9627
723-4209
723-4078
723-6784
723-4995
723-4193
723-5773
723-8497
723-6399
723-5465
723-5491
PERSONNEL APPEALS BOARD
John DiCentes 723-4054
Kevin Gregory 723-5178
Joel Neal Sr. 723-9049
DOG CONSTABLE
Kathryn Sheridan 723-9731
POLICE CHIEF
(NON EMERGENCY)
723-9731
723-7032
REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
The following Vital Records were recorded during Fiscal Year 2008/2009:
BIRTHS TO MILLINOCKET RESIDENTS: 31
In Bangor 16
In Dover-Foxcroft 2
In Lincoln 12
In Millinocket 1
DEATHS: 102
Residents in Millinocket: 46
Residents in Bangor: 15
Residents in Brewer: 1
Residents in Greenville: 1
Residents in Houlton: 1
Residents in Rowland: 3
Residents in Lewiston: 2
Residents in Lincoln: 2
Residents in Portland: 1
Non-Residents in Millinocket: 27
Non-Residents in Tl R9 WELS: 2
Non-Residents in Twp 4 Indian Purchase: 1
MARRIAGES: 20
Residents in Millinocket: 14
Residents in Bar Harbor: 1
Residents in T3 R12: 1
Non-Residents in Millinocket: 1
Non-Residents in Newport: 1
Non-Residents in T2R9: 1
Non-Residents in T4 Indian Purchase: 1
MISCELLANEOUS LICENSES:
Dogs: 664
Kennels: 2
Victualer's: 41
Entertainment: 19
3-Day Peddlers: 0
90-Day Peddlers: 17
Pawnbroker: 0
License and Registration totals for each month.
GAME LICENSES BOAT REGS ATV REGS SNOWMOBILE
July 51 147 68 0
August 34 30 20 0
September 52 6 16 0
October 123 2 4 1
November 45 0 2 18
December 469 1 2 269
January 68 2 0 188
February 39 4 1 87
March 40 15 0 17
April 100 164 10 1
May 100 291 10 0
June 47 164 33 0
Respectfully submitted,
Roxanne E. Johnsoff-^
Town Clerk
REPORT OF THE REGISTRAR OF VOTERS
Voter enroliments were accepted during regular business hours as well as when the polls were
open.
Three elections were held during FY09. The General Election was held November 4, 2008; a
Municipal Referendum was held January 27, 2009, and a School Budget Referendum was held
June 23, 2009. The breakdown as of June 30, 2009 of the total number of Registered Voters for
the Town of Millinocket and as of November 4, 2008 for the Unorganized Territories is as
follows:
RESIDENTS OF: TOWN OF PENOBSCOT TWPS PISCATAOU1S TWPS
MILLINOCKET
Democratic Party 1544 27 23
Republican Party 857 21 25
Green Independent 41 0 0
Un-enrolled Voters 1677 57 37
Total Registered Voters 4119 105 85
Respectfully submitted,
-.
Roianne E. Johnson
Town Clerk
REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR
JULY 1, 2008 THRU JUNE 30, 2009
COMMITTED SUPPLEMENTS COLLECTIONS ABATEMENTS UNCOLLECTED BALANCE
8,897,797.15 7,180.60 8,510,443.53 37,778.13 356,756.09
The total commitment for fiscal year r 2009 is $8,904,977.75.
96% of the taxes were collected at fiscal year end.
Cost & interest collected at year end d is $49,844.07.
Motor vehicle and boat excise tax collected for fiscal yei ear 07/31/2008 thru 06/30/2009.
MOTOR VEHICLE BOATS
$738,606.50 $8,262.80
Respectfully Submitted
Lorene A. Cyr
Tax Collector
2009 REAL ESTATE TAXES UNPAID AS OF JUNE 30, 2009
ABBOTT, CARL L
ACHORN, DORIS
ACHORN, RANDY
ALDRICH, ELIZABETH
ALLEN, CHESTER E JR
ALLEN, CHRISTINE
ALLEN, LYNN M
ANDERSON, BERNARD W.
ANDERSON, KENNETH F.
ANDRICK, COREY 1
BAKER, TOM
BANGOR 8, AROOSTOOK RR
BARNES, GERALD A JR
BARNETT, LYNN
BATCHELDER, ARNOLD
BELL, FRANCIS H
BENEFICIAL MAINE INC
BENSON, JOHN C
BERNARD, DANIEL F
BERRY, GRETCHEN M
BERUBE, KEITH ALLAN
BILBO, ALBERTO
BILBO, ALBERTO
BILBO, ALBERTO
BILBO, ALBERT G
BONA, THERESA M
BOONE, NEAL
BORDETSKY, DAVIS
BOUCHARD, CLIFFORD
BOUTAUGH, DOUGLAS
BOWMAN, JERRY
BOYINGTON, WILLIAM
BOYINGTON, WILLIAM R
BOYNTON, HAROLDS
BOZEMAN, JAMES J,
BRAILSFORD CHARLES III
BRAILSFORD CHARLES III
BRENNAN, WILLIAM
BRIGGS, HARRY
BROSNAN, TERENCE B
BRUNETTE, JOHN
BUFFINGTON, RONALD
BULLEY, JEAN
BULLEY, NEAL G.
BURLEIGH, DAVID W.
BUTLER, FRANCIS M.
332,92 '
55628 '
19602 '
273,45
2,13 '
1,132.56
1,190.64
1,226.94
450.49 '
1,120.46 *
350.90
1,197.90
82280 '
445.87
120.63 '
554.18
616.83 '
106.48 '
90992
573.04 '
511.69 '
1,355.20
1,197.90
1.650.44
72.60
481.58 '
111.32 '
1,149.50
54692
728.42
181.50 '
1,093.84
435.60 *
706.64
261.36 *
1,103.52
997.04
1,161.60 '
244.42 *
738.10
571.74 *
341.22 '
433.18
189.97 '
418.66
744.16 *
CALHOUN, MATTHEW J.
CALLICOAT, LARRY C
CAMPBELL, JEFFREY W.
CHARRETTE, DAVID R
CHESSON, WAYNE F
CLARK, JAMES L
CLARK, STEPHEN
COLE, GREGORY B
COMBS, MARY E.
COOPER, ALFRED J
COOPER, ALFRED J
COOPER, ALFRED J
COSMAN, DANIEL
COTREAU, FRED J
COTREAU, FRED J
CRAIG, EDWARD F.
CRAWFORD, JON C
CRAWFORD, JON C
CUMMINGS, GREGORY J
CUMMINGS, JUSTIN S.
CUMMINGS, KENNETH F.
CYR, DANIEL
CYR, DANIEL
CYR, LESTER R
DAIGLE, MARY
DANGELO, GREGORY
DAVIS, DEREK C
DEABAY, ROSE M
DECKER, SHARON
DECKER, SHARON
DELOGE, RICKEY SR
DELOGE, RICKEY SR
DIBONA, MICHAEL
DICKER, DONALD
DICKEY, KATHY
DIFREDERICO, CARL
DIFREDERICO, CARL
DIFREDERICO, CARL
DONLEY, PAUL F.
BIRT, DOUGLAS
DOW, SHERRY
DOWNS, ALLEN
DOYLE, JOHN J,
DUBY, LINDA
DUMAS, DOUGLAS
DUMAS, LYNN
DYER, MARY HEIRS
330.88
667.92
162.14
1,089.00
870.79
358.18
250.04
267.41
323.07
454.96
273.46
568.70
1,817.42
365.42
1,892.44
872.49
796.18
1,067.22
358.16
86878
121.00
1,265.66
1,350.36
62436
128.26
1,185.80
272.16
481.58
363.00
820.38
148.57
917.53
1,591.87
348.48
1,309.22
1,009.14
972.84
793.76
829.07
104.06
1,23904
82522
72.04
187.21
251.68
141.41
264.99
EDWARDS LAWRENCE J
EURICH, WCLLC
FAILLE, JAMES
FARR, RICHARD
FAUTECK, SAMUEL
FINK, WILLIAM
FITZPATRICK, JAMES HEIRS
FOSTER, DANA
FREEMAN, ELIZABETH A
FROST, WILLIAM II
GARAND, DONALD R JR
GARDNER, WILLIAM T 8, SONS
GARVIN, SHANNON K
GELINAS, RONALD G
GHIGLIERI, NATHAN
GODING, G E & S O N INC
GONYA, DAVID W
GRANT, LAURA
GRAY, LYLE
GRAY, LYLE
GREEN CORPORATION
HAINES, PAUL
HAKES, MICHAEL H
HALE, EVERETT
HALLETT, EDWARD
HANSON, BENJAMIN
HARMON, LAURIE
HARTLEY, CLINTON R.
HARTLEY, JASON C
HARVILLE, THOMAS
HARVILLE, THOMAS
HARVILLE, THOMAS
HASKELL, LAWRENCE
HASTINGS, AUSTIN
HEWES, MARYJ
HIGGINSJOHN
HIGGINS, MELANIE JOY
HIMES, AARON C.
HOLLAND, DONALD
HOLLAND, DONALD H
HOWE, LYNNE
HUGHES, ALBERTS
HULSE, MARKDUANE
INGERSOLL, JUDY
ISAACE, PAMELA D,
JAMESON, BETTY
JAMO, JOHN G
JAMO, JOHN G.
JANDREAU, ROBERT P
JASPER, BARRY D
999,46
91960
65098
75020
634.04
892.98 *
249.26 *
571.12 '
1,035.76 '
321.86 *
339.30 '
32.63 *
856.68
31.06 *
664,78 *
1,424.58
79.86
214.17
363,00
727.08 '
2,15864 '
1,026.08 '
442.86 '
363.00 *
802.89 *
578.38
128.26 '
13.18 *
61710
842 16
617.10
675.18
762.30 *
0.69 '
88088
534.82 '
992.20
784.08 *
56.44
61710
311.27 '
65.35 •
1 ,272.92
336.38 *
880.88
1,379.40
672.76 '
89782 '
778.03 '
58.08
JASPER, CINDE
JENNINGS, MICHAEL C.JR
JORDAN, ROBERT
JORDAN, ROBERT
JOWDERS, CYNTHIA
KATAHDIN NURSING HOME
KELLKONEN LLC
KELLY, LLOYD
KENYON, CHRISTOPHER R
KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOC
KFCU LIQUIDATING, LLC
KING, MAMIE METAL
KNOWLTON, ROBIN
KUBERA, ROBERT C
LANBERG, MICHAEL A
LANBERG, MICHAEL A
LANDRY, JEANNOT A
LANDRY, RONALD L
LANE, ROBIN CIRAME
LANGLAIS, LINDA M
LAPIERRE, PATRICK
LAPIERRE, WAYNE
LAPIERRE, WAYNE
LAPIERRE, WAYNE
LAPIERRE, WAYNE
LAPIERRE, WAYNE
LAPOINT, LEONARD
LAPPA, JOSEPH
LARKIN, JOSEPHINE
LARRABEE, LEWIS P III
LAVOIE, RUTH
LECUYER, GARY
LEIGHTON, BRETT
LEONARD, KENNETH D
LEVASSEUR, ERNEST
LEVASSEUR, LEO J JR
LEVESQUE, JOHN J. JR
LIBBY, WILLIAM F JR
LIND, STEPHEN M JR
LITTLE, THOMAS
LOWRY, BRIAN
LUNDSTROM, JAMES C.
LYLE, ELIZABETH TERRIO
LYNCH, EDGAR M III
LYONS, KURT W.
MACDONNELL, PAUL
MACKIN, DOREEN M.
MACKIN, KAREN
MACKIN, LINDA
MAGIC CITY PROPERTIES
663.08
577.04
838.53
7.29
297.66
187.55
1,084.16
641.30
2,226,40
660.22
1,47862
706.64
955.90
229.90
776.82
597.74
479.13
398.09
41322
34243
976.47
1,337.29
1,15528
1,081.74
422.29
389.62
35211
31460
303.71
777.41
286.77
1,010.20
554.18
556.60
788.92
776.82
187.55
537.24
550.25
23595
36542
333.96
890.56
612.74
643.72
482.79
355.74
1,258.40
150.35
1,588,10
MAGIC CITY PROPERTIES, LLC 933.49
MAGIC CITY PROPERTIES, LLC 570.49
MAGIC CITY PROPERTIES, LLC 1,275.31
MAHONEY, JAMES P JR 98.37
MANZO, EUGENE A III 1,132.56
MARKAM, BARRY 176.66
MARTIN, GEORGE H 423.50
MARTIN, NICOLE 1,103.52
MCALLISTER, ROBERT 467.04
MCCAUSLIN, GORDON J 1,054.18
MCCLAINE, SCOTT E 626.78
MCGREEVY, BEVERLY 847.00
MCINNIS, DONALD E JR 650.98
MCINNIS. RONALD L 531.49
MCLAIN, HAROLD 251.68
MCLAIN. SHANNON J 505.78
MCLAUGHLIN, JOHN A 822.80
MCLEAN, GRACE 513.27
MCMANUS, JOHN 200.86
MENNA, THOMAS 1,033.34
MEYER, HERBERT Will 442.86
MICHAEL BROWN CABINET MKRS 19.53
MILLI TRUST 254.10
MONGTOMERY JOSEPH R 220.22
MORGAN, ALICE M 39196
MORNEAULT, MARIO 736,15
MORRISON, CATHY 650.98
MORRISON, JANE M 181.50
MORRISON, PRISCILLAF 1,263.24
MORRISON, ROBERT J JR. 908.37
MORRISON, ROBERT M 347.27
MORRISON, ROBIN R 590.54
MORROW, CLINTON 280.72
MULLEN, RONALD N 4,232.58
MULLEN, RONALD N 4,230.16
MULLEN, RONALD N 3,743 74
MULLEN, RONALD N 5,345.78
MULROONEY, SHAWN G. 1,052.70
NADEAU, LIONEL D 764.72
NELSON, JOHN R 619.52
NIQUETTE, MATTHEW 1,149 50
NORRIS, RICHARD K 1,54154
NORTHERN NEW ENG. TELE.OP LI 619
NUGENT, JOSEPH J III 626.78
NUGENT, JOSEPH Ji l l 1,785,96
OAKES, WARNER L. JR 468,27
OLIVEIRA, GEORGE 883.30
OSBORNE, CHARLES JJR 614.68
OUELLETTE.HENRYA 618.61
P 8, L INVESTMENTS 35.588.52
PAQUIN, KAREN A 563.66
PARK MICHELLE 831.00
PARKER, TERRI 878.46
PATEL DIPAK TRUSTEE OF SMITA 26,198.92
PEAVEY, ADRIANNAM. 9.05
PELKEY, DALE P 295.24
PELKEY, DAVID 198.44
PELLETIER, GEORGE A 650.98
PELLETIER, GEORGE A 4356
PELLETIER, GEORGE A 726.00
PELLETIER, GEORGE A 580.80
PELLETIER, GILLES 827.64
PENNELL, SUSAN J 498.52
PETERS, VICTOR 834.66
PIERCE, JOHN M. 308.55
PINEAU, RICKY 706.64
PIPES, RAY 1,050.28
PLOURDE, THOMAS H 612.26
PORTWINE, PETER C 1,183.38
POTVIN, GERALD 1,46894
PRAY, CHARLES P 88814
PRAY, PAUL F 550 55
PREO, SUSAN 631.62
PROCTOR, RYAN 2,395.80
RAYMOND, ROBERT C 47916
REZENDES, PAUL J 496.10
RHINO PROPERTY DEVELOP LLC 834 90
RHINO PROPERTY DEVELOP LLC 556.60
RHINO PROPERTY DEVELOP LLC 1,001.88
RICHARDSON, WARREN A. 641.30
RIDENOUR, CHARLES 70180
RIDEOUT, GARY 433.18
RIDEOUT, GARY 33.88
RIOUX, MICHAEL J 410.19
ROBINSON, JAMES M 2,023.12
ROLLINS, DAYLE B. 1,580.26
ROSE, SHERYL 1,125.30
ROSS, BRIAN 883.30
RUSH ANDREA 389.62
RUSH, GARY J 895.40
RUSH ROBERT W 515.46
RUSSELL, LEONARD JR. 596.53
RYAN, THOMAS C 890.56
SA PROPERTIES, LLC 1,621.40
SAUCIER, RICHARD JR 56386
SECRETARY OF HUD 851.84
SERBANOS, JAMES 885.72
SHAFER, HOLLACE N 202.65
SHANNON, MARY J 800.84
SHOREY, RICHARD JR 336.38
SHORT, KATHRYN S 474.32
SIROIS, NELSON j. 540.87
SNIDER, JOHN W 88088
SOMERS, JILL E 745.02
SPRAGUE, PHILLIP A 365.42
ST PETER, HAROLD W. 1815
STAMATOPOULOS, HARRY 97768
STEARNS ASSIST HOUSING 2,970 69
STEWARD, WARREN 605 00
STEWART, CHARLES H. 346.27
STREET, RAYMOND 844 57
SULANDER, MARK J 499.73
SULLIVAN, MARCIA G 1,364.88
BUTTON, FRANK 634.04
TAPLEY, EDWARD 1,355.20
TAPLEY, EDWARD JR 975.26
TAPLEY, EDWARD JR 609.84
TAPLEY, LORETTA 699.38
TARDIFF, MARY 231.83
TERRIO, DIANNE M 4.64
THAXTER, RICHARD T LIVING TRU 507.19
THERIAULT, FRANK 34.87
THREE RIVERS HOLDINGS LLC 4,111.55
TIBBITTS, BARBARA A 1,055.12
TIBBITTS, DAVID 210.93
TIBBITTS, DAVID 265.47
TIBBITTS, DAVID 138.19
TIBBITTS, DAVID 378.21
TIBBITTS, DONALD E 169.40
TRACY, RHONDA B 621.94
TURMEL, ERICA. 376.45
TURNER, RBT & BRACKETT, DAVID 57181
VARNEY, MARKW. 4.94
VAZNIS, ROBERT JR 165.51
VIGUE, KRIS 755.04
WACEKEN, STEPHEN A 1,316.48
WAITE, JENNIFER L 1.23
WARREN, ANNE 680.02
WHALEN REALTY CORP 2,545.84
WHEATON, BRADLEY J 426,52
WHEATON, MARKS 615.89
WILSON, ROSE 605.00
WOLFE, ELIZABETH KING 573.54
YORK CHRISTOPHER N. 499 00
YORK, GERALD R 763.51
YORK, MELISSA L 200
YORK, RICHARD 1,577.84
YOST, RUSSELL 1,164.02
'TAXES PAID AFTER 06/30/2009
UNPAID PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES AS OF 06/30/2009
AIRPORT CABINS 14.52
ALBERT, MARK 14,52
APPALACHIAN MASSAGE 67.76
ASCOM HASLER MAILING SYS INC 6.86
AUTOMATIC VENDING!, GAMES 84.70
B & C MANAGEMENT 264.99
BOUCHARD, HO INC 33154
BROWN, MICHAEL 121.00
CBIZ PROPERTY TAX COUNSELERS 145.20
CIANBROCORP 2,187.68
CIANBRO CORP 2,422.42
CRATE, TANA 1452
CRAWFORD, JON C 50.82
DAYLE ROLLINS PLUMBING & HEAT. 99.22
DE LAGE LANDEN OPERATIONAL 3,669.73
DFS-SPV, LP 10164
DIRECT TV INC 087
DUVAL, ROBERT 24.20
EATON, RICHARD A 36.30
ECONO LODGE INN 8, SUITES 2,751.54
EDCYR&SONSINC 176.66
FAMILY DOLLAR STORE #04963 742.94
GEN ELECTRIC CAPITAL CORP. 55.66
GODING, GE&SONINC 2,848.34
GREEN CORP 2,236.08
HANG WONG INC. 1.73
JONES, PAMELA 150.04
KIM'S MARKET 370.26
LAX. RICK 123.42
LITTLE, THOMAS 6.05
MAC-GRAY CORPORATION 28 04
MADORE, MICHAEL A 3630
MARTIN, GEORGE H JR 183.92
MCMANUS, CONNIE 16.94
MICHAUD VENDING 7000
MILLINOCKET ARM NAVY STORE 15726
MISIURA. PETER 101.64
NEHE-MRI LLC 21,719.50
NORRIS, JEAN & RICHARD 575.96
OLD KENT LEASING SERVICES INC 1,703.68
OSBOURNE CHARLES 19 36
PELLETIER, GEORGE 326.70
PHILIPS MEDICAL CAPITAL 3,520.85
PITNEY BOWES GLOBAL FINANCIAL 275.88
PITNEY BOWES INC. 213.79
PORTLAND GLASS 152.46
PREBLE OIL 369.48
RAYMOND, DONALD 14 52
RELATIONAL LLC 14.52
RUSH, JEFFERY 525.14
SPORT SHOP EXPRESS 43.56
STEARNS ASSISTED HOUSING 48773
STREET. RAYMOND & CHARLENE 45.98
THREE RIVERS HOLDING 1,08174
VERIZON NEW ENGLAND INC 0.63
WILSON, PATRICIA 42108
YORK, RICHARD JR 77 04
" TAXES PAID AFTER 06/30/09
UNPAID TAX LIENS AS 06/30 2009
ACHORN, DORIS 507.78
ALLEN, CHRISTINE 1,015.56
ALLEN, LYNN M 1,067.64
BAKER, TOM 314.65
BANGOR & AROOSTOOK RR 1,074.15
BENSON, JOHN C 95.48
BILBO, ALBERT G 1,215.20
BILBO, ALBERT G 1,479.94
BILBO, ALBERT G 65.10
BOUCHARD, CLIFFORD 490.42
BOUTAUGH, DOUGLAS 653.17
LEIGHTON, BRETT C/OWM FINK 40036
BROSNAN, TERENCE B 661.85
BULLEY, JEAN 388.43
CHARETTE, DAVID 462.64
CUMMINGS, GREGORY J 10432
CYR, DANIEL 299.73
CYR DANIEL E 1,210.86
CYR, LESTER R 559.86
DAIGLE, MARY 11501
DANGELO, GREGORY 379.43
DAY, B C/0 LORETTA TAPLEY 627.13
DECKER, SHARON 325.50
DECKER, SHARON 735.63
DICKER, DONALD 312.48
DICKEY, KATHY M 1,173.97
EDWARDS, LAWRENCE 648.42
FAILLE, JAMES 583.73
FARQUHAR, MELANIE JOY 889.70
FARR, RICHARD 672.70
FITZPATRICK, JAMES HEIRS OF 223.51
GARAND, DONALD R JR 133.62
GONYA, DAVID W 71.61
HANSON, BENJAMIN 518.63
HARTLEY, JASON C 789.20
HARVILLE, THOMAS 755.16
HARVILLE, THOMAS 553.35
HARVILLE, THOMAS 605.43
HEWES, MARY J 789.88
HOLLAND, DONALD H 553.35
HULSE, MARKDUANE 1,14142
INGERSOLL, JUDY A 301.63
IRELAND, DAVID 1,629.67
ISAAC, PAMELA D 789.88
JASPER, CINDE 594.58
JASPER, BARRY D 52 08
KELLKONENLLC 97216
KING, MAMIE M ET AL 633,64
LANBERG, MICHAEL A 696 57
LANBERG, MICHAEL A 535.99
LIBBY, WILLIAM F JR 481.74
MACKIN, KAREN 1,12840
MANZO, EUGENE A III 655 87
MARTIN, NICOLE A 363.12
MCGREEVY, BEVERLY 379.75
MCINNIS, DONALD JR 452.80
MCLAIN, SHANNON J. 205.27
MENNA, THOMAS 926 59
MILLI TRUST 227,85
MILLI TRUST C/0 PS, L INVESTMNT 36,820 56
MORRISON, CATHY 563.43
MORRISON, JANE M 11732
MULLEN, RONALD N 3,795.33
MULLEN, RONALD N 3,793.16
MULLEN, RONALD N 3,356.99
MULLEN, RONALD N 4,793.53
MULROONEY SHAWN G 740.51
NADEAU, LIONEL D 685.72
NIQUETTE, MATTHEW 5.84
NORRIS. RICHARD A 1,382.29
NUGENT, JOSEPH J III 562.03
NUGENT, JOSEPH J III 1,601.46 '
OLIVEIRA, GEORGE 792.05
PARKER. TERRI 461.66
PEPIN. CAMILLA JOY 1,03075
PIPES, RAY 36224
PORTWINE, PETER 1,061.13
POTWIN, GERALD L 1,317.19
RAYMOND, ROBERT C 377.25
REZENDES,PAULJ. 17283
RHINO PROPERTY DEVELOPME 748 65
RHINO PROPERTY DEVELOPME 437 78
RHINO PROPERTY DEVELOPME 652 28
RIDENOUR, CHARLES 91140
ROSE, SHERYL 1,009.05
SA PROPERTIES LLC 1,453 90
SHOREY, RICHARD JR 301.63
SHORT, KATHRYN S 425.32 '
SPRAGUE. PHILLIP A 13816
STAMATOPOULOS, HARRY 876.68
TAPLEY, EDWARD JR 546.84
TIBBITTS, BARBARA A 127.83 '
TRUELSON, JOHN R 277.76
WARREN, ANNE F 246.52
WHALEN REALITY 2,282.84
WILSON, ROSE E. 542.50
WOLFE, ELIZABETH KING 395.27
YORK, RICHARD 1,414.84
YOST, RUSSELL 1,043.77
' TAXES PAID AFTER 06/30/08
TAX ACQUIRED PROPERTY
AS OF JUNE 30, 2009
ALLEN. CHRISTINE 01637 U08-008
P 0 BOX 45 JEFFERSON ME 04348
PROPERTY LOCATION 29 HILLCREST AVE
AYOTTE. PAUL A0580R, U09 105
4 GASTLAND AVE
HAMM, CHESTER, SR. M3045R U03 124
EAST TERRACE(JUST LAND)
HARTLEY JASON CO VIRGINIA HEMPHILL
KTP291 291 KELLY TRLPK
MILLINOCKET. ME 04462
BANGOR & AROOSTOOK RR ACCT 2435
USA SECRETARY PF TRANSPORTATION
COMPANY RETIREMENT PLAN RR2 BOX 45
BANGOR, ME 04401
PROPERTY LOCATION -IRON BRIDGE RD LEASED L
BILBO ALBERT G #700 U04-014
P 0 BOX 86
SCITUATE, MA 02066
PROPERTY LOCATION-62 KATAHDIN AVE
BILBO, ALBERT G #1260 U05-247
P 0 BOX 86 SCITUATE, MA 02066
PROPERTY LOCATION - 102 PENOBSCOTAVE
BILBO, ALBERT G #1275 U05-261
P 0 BOX 86 SCITUATE, MA 02066
PROPERTY LOCATION - 71 PINE ST
DICKEY, KATHY M #1238 U05-228
281 PENOBSCOTAVE, MILLINOCKET, ME
JASPER, CINDE L #1297 U05-285
12 HILL ST MILLINOCKET ME 04462
LANBERG, MICHAEL #1189U05-179
244 KERRY ST
HOLBROOK NY 11741-3818
PROPERTY LOCATION - 68 AROOSTOOK AVE
NUGENT, JOSEPH J III #772 U04-087
19 CENTRAL ST MILKT. ME 04462
PROPERTY LOCATION - 118 OXFORD ST
NUGENT, JOSEPH J I M #1021 U05-014
29 CENTRAL ST MILKT, ME 04462
PROPERTY LOCATION - 19 CENTRAL ST
ROSE, SHERYL A #837 U04-152
62 ELM ST MILKT, ME 04462
PROPERTY LOCATION - 61 ELM ST,
TURSO, STEPHANIE - INTERESTED PARTY
FARR, RICHARD F 8, CARRIE S
#820 U04-135
P O BOX 82 MOUNT PLEASANT, Ml 48804
PROPERTY LOCATION - 9 LINCOLN ST
GONYA DAVID W #785 U04-099-A
C/O PATRICIA WILSON
P O BOX 60S Mil I INOCKET ME 044fi?
PROPERTY LOCATION - HANCOCK ST
SHORT, KATHRYN #938 U04-249
172 KNOX ST MILKT, ME 04462
PROPERTY LOCATION - 172 KNOX ST
WHALEN REALTY CORP #1250 U05-237
P O BOX 608 MILLINOCKET, ME 04462
PROPERTY LOCATION - PENOBSCOT AVE
JEWELRY STORE
WILEY-AYOTTE, LISA P0410R U12 001
28 26 YORK ST
MILLINOCKET POLICE DEPARTMENT
197 PENOBSCOT AVENUE
MILLINOCKET, MAINE 04462
207-723-9731
Fax 207-723-7004
Chief Donald J. Bolduc
npcltet- erg
During fiscal year 2008/2009, the Millinocket Police Department handled four thousand-six
hundred-forty-nine (4,649) incidents and made over (84) arrests. The department also handled 75
reportable motor vehicle traffic accidents and assisted the MiUmocket Fire Department with 188
ambulance and fire related calls.
Officer Martin LeGassey Jr. graduated from the 15lh Basic Law Enforcement Training program on
December 19th, 2008,
Officer Gary Lakeman II graduated from the 16th Basic Law Enforcement Training program on
May 22nd, 2009. The eighteen week Basic Law Enforcement Training program is held at the Maine
Criminal Justice Academy in Vassalboro.
Kathryn Sheridan was hired as the Animal Control Officer on July 9, 2008.
Dare Officer Kevin Ingersoll instructed the Granite Street School fifth grade class from January to
May and graduated 30 students from the Dare program. The 19* Annual DARE Tournament was
held at the Hillcrest Golf Course on September 6, 2008 raising over $1,400.00 for the program.
The Department participated in the Maine Special Olympics annual Torch Run again this year.
The Department currently consists of nine Full time Officers, two Reserve Officers, an on call
Animal Control Officer, three Crossing Guards, and the Chief. The Officers are Sergeants Jerry Cox
and Aaron Brooker, Detectives Jon Glidden and Ronald McCarthy, Patrol Officers Kevin Ingersoll,
Steven Kenyon, Martin LeGassey Jr. and Gary Lakeman II. The Reserve Officers are Janet
Theriault and Steven Perreault. Kathryn Sheridan is the Animal Control Officer. The Crossing
Guards are Penny Hale, Betty Mason, and Denise Pelkey,
Respectfully Submitted,
Donald J. Bolduc
Chief of Police
Millmocket Fire Department
Mill inocket , Maine
To the citizens of the Town of Millinocket:
The following is a summary of the emergency responses by the Millinocket Fire
Department during the fiscal period of July 01/2008 to June 30/2009.
re related incidents:
blic assists
oke checks
se alarms
mney fires
-mat
ds/grass
uctures
29
18
15
8
7
5
4
Vehicles
Carbon monoxide alarms
Arson
Mutual aid
Electrical
Propane tank
4
4
1 1
1
I
1
Total fire related calls
Ambulance calls:
Public assist 48
Local basic 246
Local intermediate (ALS) 267
Total ambulance calls: 780
Total responses: 878
Local Critical/Paramedic
Out of town basic
Out of town ALS
Wayne Campbell, Fire Chief
TOWN OF M1LLINOCKET
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
20 Cedar Street
Millinocket, Maine
Tel. (207)723-7030 Fax (207)723-7029
December 2009
To the Citizens of Millinocket:
I would like to thank the citizens of Millinocket for their cooperation while my
departments worked to serve their needs. I recognize the inconvenience we create in the
roadway while doing storm drain and sewer line repair work and we truly try to minimize
any confusion.
The Public Works Department was kept busy this year, preparing several streets for
over-iay paving work. The department also repaired many deteriorated storm drain basins
and other storm water related projects. During the winter season, the department actually
plowed the streets for a six month period starting in November of 2008 through March
2009. The crew did a great job keeping the streets plowed, sanded and cleared of snow
banks.
The Solid Waste and Recycling Facility continues to be very busy with a majority of the
residence separating out of their trash recyclables and other special waste items. Our
community continues to be at the State's goal of 50% recycling. Other items that need to
be separated out from the waste stream by everyone includes computer screens,
fluorescent light bulbs and mercury containing switches. Thank you for participating in
recycling because this truly does reduce the disposal costs.
The Town's cemetery was busy this past season with approximately 90 burials. The
weather was such to keep the area green, and growing; which in turn kept the crew
equally busy mowing and trimming the area. The entire facility was sprayed for weed
control as well this past year.
The airport facility was busy this past year as the Town worked on several projects at the
airport clearing safety areas, replacing some of our runway lighting and increasing the run
offend of our main runway. These projects are being done through grant monies from the
Federal Aviation Administration and the Maine Department of Transportation. Our 3rd
Annual Fall Fly-In / Cruz-in was well attended considering the poor weather conditions
for pilots.
I would like to thank all of the members of my four departments, for the job they do all
year long. Without them, this work would not be completed for our community.
Respectfully,
Dennis Cox, Director of Public Works
Airport Manager
Cemetery Sexton
Millinocket Memorial Library
Annual Report for the fiscal year
July 1, 2008 to June 30, 2009
This was a year of improvements to the library both inside and outside the building. The
children's' Summer Reading Program with a dinosaur theme was very successful. The
program was enhanced by a display of a skull of a T-Rex and related materials in the
Exhibit Room. The Children's Librarian, Marietta Cole, arranged with the staff of Baxter
State Park tor special events this year and in the future. Lori Fitzgerald applied for and
received a grant of $4,000.00 from the Steven and TabithaKing Foundation for the
addition of two new patron internet computers and printer. This has resulted in increased
use and less waiting time for patrons and visitors. One of our Trustees, Bob Pelletier,
painted the walls of the Exhibit Room creating a more inviting and warm atmosphere.
The fire exits in the Children's Room and Exhibit Room were covered by structures built
by Jeremy Sawyer. The leaks in these rooms from rain and snow that has been a chronic
problem over the years have now been resolved by that construction. Over the years
many visitors and patrons have commented on how attractive the library is. With the
improvements that have been made this year, the positive response will no doubt
increase.
That being said, the staff has performed their usual excellent job, assisting patrons when
needed, providing access to print and non-prim materials, and creating a comfortable,
relaxed environment. I cannot thank them enough for their dedication and hard work
This year's statistics include adults and juveniie use.
Total Circulation: 33,167
Total Patron Visits: 19,368
Total Internet Use: 2,885
Total Wireless Use: 2,936
Total Interlibrary Loans: 1,242
Respectfully submitted,
Library Staff
Director: John L. McManus
Administrative Assistant: Lori Fitzgerald
Children's Librarian: Marietta Cole
Library Assistants: Billie Jean Brilliant, Catherine Spruce
Library Pages: Barbara Pulkkinen, Bonnie Friel
Custodian: Tom Power
Frank Clukcy
Director of Reffi
RECREATION DEPARTMENT
EAST MILLINOCKET • MEDWAY • MlLLlNOCKET • WOODVILLE
53 Main Street, East Millinocket, Maine 04430
(207)746-3553
Dear Residents,
The 2008-2009 Recreation season has been very successful. We sponsor and co-sponsor a large
number of programs. The programs that we offer are as follows:
Open gyms at Stearns and Schenck High School
Skating rinks 1 in Millinocket and 1 in East
Millinocket
Youth basketball grades 3-6 in East Millinocket and
Medway
Cheerleading grades 3-6 in East Millinocket and
Medway
Indoor soccer grades k-5 in all 3 communities
Basketball clinics grades k-2 all 3 communities
Karate class in East Millinocket
Quilting class in East Millinocket
First aid and CPR
Life guarding class
Water safety instructor class
Swimming lessons East Millinocket and Millinocket
Lassie league Softball all 3 communities
Tennis lessons in Millinocket
Vacation programs
t-ball in Millinocket
Farm league in Millinocket
Tennis courts in all 3 communities
East Millinocket and Medway invitational
tournament
Father / daughter dance
2 pools 1 in East Millinocket and IMillinocket
Beach area in Medway
Arts and Crafts in all 3 communities
Playgrounds and playground activities in all 3
communities
Playground trips in the summer and on vacations
Co-ed softball in Millinocket and Medway
Men's basketball all 3 communities
Traveling teams for youth basketball
Youth soccer grades k-3 ali three communities
Traveling soccer grades 4-6 all three communities
Halloween for all three communities
Easter egg hunt all 3 communities
Kayaks and canoes free to use by the public
Youth baseball East Millinocket and Medway
Fireworks in Millinocket
Senior citizen meals
Bingo in Millinocket
Warming center in Millinocket and East Millinocket
Santa calling
Mother/son dance
A QUALITY P R O V I D E R Of L E I S U R E SERVICES
Code Enforcement Assessing Annual Report FY 09
Michael F. Noble CEO.CMA
Code Enforcement
Permit Activity:
Once again this years building activity
closely reflected that of last year. The
maiority of the building permits were for
accessory structures (decks, sheds
garages, etc.)
Permits Issued 2008:
Principal Structure
Valuation at a Glance:
Accessory Structure
Electrical
Fence
Sign
Demo
Assessing
This year marked another "typical" year
for assessing, with the usual number of
sales and selling prices that for the most
part closely reflected the assessed value.
The mil rate was set at $24.20 per
thousand another slight increase. This is
a reflection of the Town's continued
efforts to provide an excellent level of
service to taxpayers and still remain
fiscally responsible. Katahdin Paper has
yet to restart the facility here in Town
and the likelihood of an eventual startup
seems less and less as time passes. This
situation could potentially have a huge
impact on municipal valuation.
Real Estate
Land
Buildings
Total
Personal Properly
Machinery &
Equip.
Furniture & Fixture
Other
Total
Grand Total
$36,566,250
$120,137,900
$154,704,150
$105,372,450
$2,676.350
$104,924,618
$212,973,418
$367,677,568
Training:
As with every year 1 attended various
State Planning Office (SPO) seminars
and workshops. Topics discussed ranged
from shoreland zoning to junkyards. The
future of the CEO training program is
currently up in the air due to State
budget shortfalls.I also attended the
annual Tax School, this year held at
Thomas College in Watervillc. All of
the training that 1 attend is required to
maintain my Assessing and Code
Enforcement certification.
Summary:
Given the current economic situation
nationwide it is hardly a time to expect a
community to prosper; I feel Millinocket
is right on track with where it should be
given the current condition of the nation.
Respectfully Submitted,
Michael F. Noble
GENERAL ASSISTANCE DEPARTMENT
NOTE/STATEMENT **
The General Assistance Program is an emergency service administered by the Town.
The program is to provide aid to eligible persons who are unable to provide the basic
necessities essential to mainiaining themselves and their families. The requirements of
the program are eligibility standards and levels of assistance pursuant to applicable State
of Maine statutes, and the Town of Millinocket General Assistance Ordinance as ordered
by the Town Council. The General Assistance program is reimbursed by the State of
Maine at 50% for its expenditures. The program is confidential therefore aggregate
numbers are used.
In fiscal year 2008-2009, $35,000.00 was appropriated for General Assistance,
$32,540.11 was expended and $16,361.18 was received in reimbursement from the State
of Maine.
In fiscal year 2008- 2009. the General Assistance Program financially assisting 94
households. These households consisted of 138 individuals. The number of
appointments for 2008-2009 was 165.
Aspire, a state run program, has assisted in helping individuals become employed and
more self sufficient. The program requires TANF clients, to work as a volunteer in their
community a certain amount of hours as an eligibility requirement for their TANF
checks. This has increased the amount of people actually going out and becoming
employed, which will help decreased their need for General Assistance. This office
continues to assist individuals in applying for Social Security. Temporary Aid to Needy
Families, Women Infants Children Program, Fuel Assistance Program, Food Stamps.
Rent/Tax Rebate Forms and other programs. The office has a Workfare program, which
is an eligibility requirement for applicants to receive General Assistance. Applicants are
assigned to work at one of the Towns Department sites.
**The Millinocket Public Welfare Department's goal is to help more clients to become
self sufficient, therefore decreasing the need for public assistance.
Respectfully Submitted.
.-
C
^sorvA. Santerre
Welfare Director
PERSONNEL OFFICE
NOTE/STATEMENT *;
The Personnel Office oversees monitors and participates in the application and
employment process for all Town of Millinocket personnel. The Personnel officer also
implements and review's the Affirmative Action Plan of the Town and other duties as
designated by the Town Manager.
The office is responsible for updating all job descriptions annually and preparation of ail
advertisements for positions within the Town of Millinocket. Screening of applications,
scheduling and administration of all testing used in the selection process. Participation in
interviews with appropriate department heads assist in the determination of the best-
qualified applicant according to the criteria set forth.
Personnel is responsible for all personnel records and prepares monthly reports of
vacations, personal time off and sick leave taken. Participates in the Grievance Procedure
as outline in Personnel Policy. Responsible for preparation and presentation of annual
budget.
Daily written and oral communication with Maine State Retirement System, Maine
Municipal Employee Health Trust, Workers' Compensation, Unum, Vendors.
Community Service Organization and Town employees to inquiry or to retrieve
information essential to the Town of MilHnocket or its employee's.
**The Personnel Offices goal is to continue to service the employee's and
correspondence in a courteous and efficient manner.
Respectfully, Sul
-W\
ori A. Santerre
Personnel Director
Annual Report
MILLINOCKET
WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY
2008-2009
To The Rate Pavers of Millinoeket:
This year, the Pines area collections system upgrade took place. This work was performed by
Lou Silvers Inc. The upgrade consisted of adding storm drainage and changing the sewer lines as
well as the water lines from the Katahdin Ave Hxtension through the Riverside Drive, along with
the Iron Bridge Road.
The Wastewater Treatment Facility has collected and treated 416,513,000 gallons of wastewater
this past year. Removal rates of 94 percent for BOD and 93 percent for TSS were achieved
respectively.
At this time, the Wastewater Treatment Facility continues to provide adequate treatment for the
community's sewerage. The percentage of removal at the treatment plant shows the dedication of
the three person staff and shows their commitment of excellence in the preservation of our
waterways.
Respectfully Submitted,
{/ James R Charelte
Chief Operator, Millinocket Waslewater Treatment Facility
D
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Independent Auditor's Report
Town Council
Town of MiNinocket, Maine
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmenta! activities, business-type
activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Millinocket,
Maine as of and for the year ended June 30, 2009, which collectively comprise the Town's basic financial
statements as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the
Town of Millinocket, Maine's management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States
of America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles
used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
respective financial position of the governmental activities, the business-type activities, each major
fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Millinocket, Maine as of June 30,
2009, and the respective changes in financial position and, where applicable, cash flows thereof and the
budgetary comparison for the General Fund for the year then ended in conformity with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated October 26,
2009, on our consideration of the Town of Millinocket, Maine's internal control over financial reporting
and on our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant
agreements and other matters. The purpose of that report is to describe the scope of our testing of
internal control over financial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing and not to
provide an opinion on the internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. That report is an
integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards and should be
considered in assessing the results of our audit.
The management's discussion and analysis, as listed in the table of contents, is not a required part of the
basic financial statements but is supplementary information required by accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America. We have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted
principally of inquiries of management regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of the
supplementary information. However, we did not audit the information and express no opinion on it.
Town Council
Page 2
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that
collectively comprise the Town of Millinocket, Maine's basic financial statements. The combining and
individual nonrnajor fund financial statements are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are
not a required part of the basic financial statements. Such information has been subjected to the
auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements, and in our opinion, is fairly
stated, in all material respects, in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.
October 26, 2009
South Portland, Maine
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Management's Discussion and Analysis
June 30, 2009
The Town of Millinocket's annual financial report is hereby submitted for Fiscal Year 2009, which covers the
period of July 1, 2008 to June 30, 2009. The Town is the responsible party to ensure the accuracy, completeness,
and fairness of the data and other information presented, ft is the belief of management that all the information
contained herein is accurate in all material respects and reflects fairly the financial position and operations of the
Town. This Management's Discussion and Analysis is designed to offer further explanation of the information
contained herein.
Fiscal Year 2009 marks the fifth year that the Town was required to comply with the accounting standard called
GASB #34. GASB is the Governmental Accounting Standards Board that sets regulations by which audits are
conducted, #34 refers to the accounting standard that requires municipalities to track capital assets and other
items. It also requires the compilation of this report. This report includes all of the Town's equipment, buildings,
land, and all infrastructure investments (i.e., roads, sidewalks, storm drains, and sewers).
This year also features the first year of GASB 45, a new standard that addresses the long-term costs of retiree
health benefits.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The audit contains several major components. The Basic Financial Statements reflect the activities in the Town's
general fund, its proprietary account for Wastewater, and its fiduciary (trust) funds. Other related accounts
include reserve funds that are set aside for special, specific purposes. Notes to the Financial Statements offer
explanations of various entries, policies, and obligations of the Town. These include items such as the tax
commitment, long-term debt, etc. Finally, the Combining and Individual Fund Statements address balance sheets
and statements of revenues, expenditures, and changes in fund balances for the various funds (general, special,
reserve, and permanent). The Table of Contents in the front section of the audit provides the specific pages
where the various statements and exhibits can be found.
Governmental fund accounts use the modified accrual basis of accounting. This method measures cash and all
other financial assets that can be converted to cash in a quick manner. Governmental activities are reported in
the Statement of Net Assets and the Statement of Activities, which both use the accrual method because the
information is cast in a context similar to the method used by most private sector companies. Each of these
statements report changes in the Town's net assets. Net assets are simply the difference between assets and
liabilities and this difference becomes one way to measure the financial position of the Town. Other factors
include changes in the property tax base and the condition of the Town's infrastructure. Proprietary funds are
also maintained on an accrual accounting basis, as they are treated as business-type accounts.
Comparative figures between this year and last are used to add clarity to the Town's condition and to provide the
reader with more information.
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Management's Discussion and Analysis, Continued
CONDENSED PRESENTATION OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION
nThe following information is condensed from Statement 1, Statement of Net Assets for Fiscal 2009 compared to (j
Fiscal 2008. It distinguishes between capital and other assets, notes the Town's general liabilities and debt
service, and shows the Town's net assets by restricted and unrestricted amounts. This information is for the p
Town's Governmental Activities and Business-type Activities. [j
Assets:
Current and other assets
Capital assets
Total assets
Liabilities:
Other liabilties
Total liabilities
Net assets:
Restricted
Unrestricted
Total net assets
2009 Govt
Activities
5 5,018,485
8,054,190
4,012,480
2,419,166
6,431,646
304,479
2,294,840
S 6,641,029
£009 Bus-type
Activities
1,604,344
4,914,276
2,159,497
67,463
2,226,960
1,517,273
4,291,660
2009 Total
6,622,829
12,968,466
6,171,977
2,486,629
8,658,606
304,479
3,812,113
10,932,689
2008 Govt ;
Activities
$ 4,371,204
7,875,869
4,345,948
1,352,953
5,698,901
322,684
2,695,567
6,548,172
!008 Bus-type
Activities
2,774,818
3,402,519
2,331,755
51,184
2,382,939
1,673,634
3,794,398
2008 Total
7,146,022
11,278,388
6,677,703
1,404,137
8,081,840
322,684
4,369,201
10,342,570
n
Q
0
nu
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TYPES OF ACTIVITIES BY FISCAL YEAR
The information in the following chart is drawn from Statement 2, Statement of Activities, in a reformulated
presentation to show overall revenues, expenses, and net assets. While total expenses for all departments
(including Wastewater) totaled $15,901,552, other revenues contributed to make the net amount raised by
property taxes $7,691,468 (net of tax increment financing reimbursements). Put another way, property taxes
financed 48% in FY09 compared to FYOS's 41% of the total costs of providing municipal, school, county, and
wastewater expenses. It should be noted that Wastewater is entirely self-financed through user fees and other
related revenues and does not use any property taxes to support its budget. Under GASB #34, however, it is
necessary to include its revenues and expenses in these totals.
n
Q
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Management's Discussion and Analysis, Continued
TYPES OF ACTIVITIES BY FISCAL YEAR
2009 Govt 2009 Bus-type 2008 Govt 2008 Bus-type
Revenues:
Program revenues:
Charges for services-
Municipal
Operating contributions
Capital contributions
General revenues:
Property taxes
Vehicle excise taxes
Interest and lien costs
Homestead exemption
Other state aid
State revenue sharing
In vestment earn ings
Miscellaneous
Expenses:
General government
Protection
Town services
Community services
Education
Maine PERS
Insurance/fringe benefits
County tax
Food service
Interest on Debt
Unclassified
Wastewater
Total expenses
Transfers
Change in net assets
Net assets beginning of year
Net assets end of year
S 1,247,161
802,460
306,177
7,691,468
747,173
50,004
219,315
167,671
724,537
30,920
149,342
820,389
1,639,193
1,218,874
706,793
8,346,452
567,612
1,049,402
328,139
324,559
208,140
8,155
.
15,280,205
8,400
92,857
6,548,172
S 6,641,029
1,247,161
802,460
568,380 874,557
7,691,468
747,173
50,004
219,315
167,671
724,537
44,648 75,568
149,342
820,389
1,639,193
1,218,874
706,793
8,346,452
567,612
1,049,402
328,139
324,559
208,140
8,155
621,357 621,357
621,357 15,901,562
(8,400)
497,262 590,119
3,794,398 10,342,570
4,291,660 10,932,689
$ 1,110,907
878,823
4,180
6,261,550
807,891
33,170
201,229
94,326
792,387
130,333
58,750
489,542
1,614,138
1,195,639
748,592
8,016,404
637,807
999,928
322,676
346,570
217,146
43,253
14,649,403
8,400
(132,050)
6,680,222
6,548,172
1,110,907
878,823
4,180
6,261,550
807,891
33,170
201,229
94,326
792,387
82,105 212,438
58,750
489,542
1,614,138
1,195,639
748,592
8,016,404
637,807
999,928
322,676
346,570
217,146
43,253
585,994 585,994
585,994 15,235,397
(8,400)
84,845 (47,205)
3,709,553 10,389,775
3,794,398 10,342,570
TOWN OF MILUNOCKET, MAINE
Management's Discussion and Analysis, Continued
ANALYSIS OF TOWN POS1TJON AND OPERATIONS
terial respects, the position and operations
surplus of $328,480 and our Undesignated Fund Balance (UFB) increased from $1,797,751 to $2,049,305. The TIF
surplus eliminated the planned budgetary need to use UFB monies to balance the FY2009 budget.
The mil rate for Fiscal 2009 increased to 24.2 ($24.20 per $1,000 in valuation) from a 21.70 rate in Fiscal 2008.
The primary driver of the increase was the School budget.
Katahdin Paper Company (KPC) announced on May 29, 2008 that it planned to indefinitely shut its Millinocket mill
down at the end of July due to extremely high oil prices. The company uses bunker C oil to furnish its heat and
stearn. Although the company had a full order book for the year, the cost of oil made the operation unprofitable.
Subsequent to the original announcement, the mill actually did not close until September 2, 2008 which was
followed by a significant time period to mothball the facility. KPC continues to study a biomass boiler to produce
its needed heat and steam, but the process to study its options is a long road. If a decision is made to install a
biomass boiler and then re-open, the re-opening may not occur until the fali of 2011 because it takes significant
time to order and install such equipment. In meeting with company representatives, the Town has been told that
the mill will not reopen without a biomass boiler, but construction of a biomass boiler does not guarantee the mill
will reopen. The condition of the paper market will dictate that.
On 2008, the Town had two businesses that failed to meet their job creation benefit that was required by the
Community Development Block Grant program for loans they each obtained from CDBG in previous years.
Allagash Valve and Controls entered into a payment plan with the State and is currently maintaining its payment
schedule. The other company, Brims Ness, is still in limbo and discussions with them have been sporadic. These
funds are granted to communities and require the guarantee of job creation or face recall of the loaned funds to
the State. The Town is vulnerable to the recall of the outstanding balances of each loan if they are not repaid by
the recipients. No changes occurred in the status of either loan during FY2009.
The Katahdin Resorts project on Hammond Ridge just outside of Town now has completed phase 1 of its plans to
construct some new guest cabins at its Twin Pines facility. When the total project is completed in the coming
years, it may produce about 100 jobs and $65 million in new investment. Efforts continue to promote other
tourism-related businesses in the area. |l
n Millinocket and the surrounding area. While
connected to retailing, services, and tourism. All of these elements are imp
establishing Millinocket as a significant economic development engine for the regior
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During FY2009, a new manufacturer announced plans to construct a plant in Miilinocket to manufacture bio-rnass
boilers. RE-Gen expects to obtain the rights to an Italian-made boiler that uses wood chips and is highly efficient.
If financing and other details can be successfully negotiated, the plant may be on line in late 2010. It would
employ up to 100 people within the first five years of operation.
Despite the economic circumstances, the level of property tax collections was 96.0%, compared to 95.93% a year
ago. These figures are within the normal range of tax collections for Miilinocket, but are remarkable given the
challenges many of our property owners currently face.
SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN FUNDS
There were no significant changes in funds during Fiscal 2009.
SIGNIFICANT BUDGET VARIANCES
Several budget amendments were made at the time taxes were committed in October, 2008. As usual, there
were a number of variances between what was budgeted by functional area and what was actually received in
revenues or spent in expenditures. The major ones are detailed below.
Total revenues, including the school, were budgeted at $12,517,530 and the actual amount received was
$13,484,006, for an overage of $966,476. The most significant reason for this was the $769,133 not reimbursed
to Katahdin Paper as explained above. The Town also received FAA airport grant funds of $306,177 that were not
originally budgeted. Other contributors to this increase included additional transfer station revenues of $33,945
and an increase in State Revenue Sharing of $24,537. The major revenue decreases were drops of $143,333 in
taxes collected and $59,826 in investment interest. The loss of investment interest is due to the total collapse in
interest rates due to the economy.
Total expenses, including the school, were budgeted at $13,268,390 while actual expenditures were $13,110,331
or $158,059 less than budgeted. The school department accounted for most of the under-expenditures with
$512,324 unspent. Other savings in budgeted expenditures included $30,597 in the Airport operating account
and a savings in planned fringe benefit costs of $48,091. In other expenditure areas, the most significant over-
expenditures for the municipal part of the budget included $449,694 in originally unbudgeted FAA airport
improvement grants, $24,519 in the Public Works summer/winter roads maintenance accounts due to the
unusual winter season, and $21,484 in the Police Department due mostly to the costs related to new officers
attending the police academy.
When all the above factors were taken into account, the Town's overall year-end surplus (including the school
department) increased by a net of $328,480 and increased the Town's total fund balance to $2,169,817.
SUMMARY OF CAPITAL ASSETS AND LONG-TERM DEBT ACTIVITY
CAPITAL ASSETS
For the past nine years, the Town has developed and maintained a five year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP). This
plan is updated annually as part of the budget cycle. The plan is for equipment needs only and does not include
buildings at this time. Also, street paving is a separate sub-account in the Public Works budget.
For Fiscal 2009, the Town Council appropriated $269,714 for capital equipment needs. Major projects included,
but were not limited to, a new accounting system, a new plow truck, and a new one-ton truck.
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
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In Wastewater, the long-planned infrastructure in the Iron Bridge Road/Riverside area is substantially completed.
The area received new water and sewer mains and greatly improved storm drainage. The bulk of the work was
done in the summer and fall of 2008 with final finish work completed in the late spring of 2009. Financing for the
$1,850,000 project came from a CDBG Public Infrastructure grant of $500,000, a State Revolving Loan fund loan of
$1,050,000, and $300,000 from our Wastewater reserve account. The infrastructure in this area had been
identified as among the worst in the entire community and this project has corrected those deficiencies.
LONG-TERM DEBT
The State allows municipalities to borrow up to 15% of their total state valuation. Since the value of the Town
was $367,677,568 in FY09, the debt limit would be $55,151,635. Our current bonded debt is $6,143,000, or just
1.7% of our authorized limit. This debt includes $2,943,503 in school projects, $1,040,000 for municipal purposes
(including the new pool}, and $2,159,497 for Wastewater. The Wastewater debt is repaid through user fees, not
property tax revenues.
During FY03, the Town was invited to refinance its Wastewater debt through the Maine Municipal Bond Bank.
This shortened the life of the loan by six months and will result in an overall savings of $250,000 over the life of
the loan, which expires in 2017. The last school loan will be repaid in 2018. The municipal loan is for the new
pool that is a 15 year obligation and the first payment was made during Fiscal 2008.
The strategic use of debt may become more important for key projects in the future if a decision is made by the
Town to constrain the use of tax dollars and use debt to spread out the costs of needed improvements of a capital
nature as opposed to the current method of mostly paying as we go. Debt, however, becomes a fixed cost going
forward and limits the flexibility that is sometimes needed to finance an operating budget.
FUTURE SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS
The Town of Millinocket continues to face many challenges. In addition to the need for new and expanded
economic development opportunities, pressures from other corners continue to be felt.
The challenge presented by the latest indefinite shutdown of Katahdin Paper Company, as described above, is the
most critical issue currently facing the Town.
If RE-Gen, the biomass boiler manufacturer, is successful in arranging its financing, operations could begin in late
2010. Because the market place appears to be hungry for the type of product they will produce, chances of
success are very good.
Another significant issue is the school reorganization law enacted by the State last year. Discussions on an
Alternative Organizational Structure (AOS) have essentially ended in this area since the January 2009 referendum
was rejected by East Millinocket and Medway, although it was approved here in Millinocket. An AOS can best be
described as a super-charged school union. It primarily would address the governance and management of area
schools and also would determine the distribution of state Essential Program and Services (EPS) funding to the
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local schools. Whiie penalties for non-conforming school units were suspended for this year by the Legislature,
they would take effect next year. This could cost Millinocket about $110,000 in Fiscal 2011.
those decisions will continue to fall on local property taxpayer;
Another financial pressure will also be implemented next year. In 2006, the State repealed the property tax on
personal property. Personal property is generally all the equipment and machinery owned by businesses. Most
categories of personal property purchased between April 1, 2007 and March 31, 2008 and beyond will be
exempted from local taxation as of April 1, 2008 which means that the taxes assessed here in Millinocket will not
include most new personal property additions to the tax roll. The State has obligated itself to reimburse most
affected communities 50% of the lost tax revenue. Because of Millinocket's heavy dependence on personal
property, our town (and others like us) will initially receive 100% reimbursement for these lost taxes, but the
amount will decrease to the 50% level in coming years. This will eventually lead to a tax shift from those making
investment to all other taxpayers - retirees, working families, small businesses, etc. The fear is that the State, like
it has in many other instances, will renege on this obligation and leave many municipalities in the lurch. There is a
history of this happening in other states that repealed personal property taxes in favor of a state reimbursement
program, only to see the state reimbursements end a few years later as other budgetary pressures arose.
Despite these significant challenges, Millinocket Municipal Government continues to be on a sound financial
footing. There have been no major changes in tax collections or other similar revenues.
As the fiscal year came to a close, the Town finished its fourth year of an agreement with the Town of East
Millinocket to provide contracted management services of the Town's Recreation Department by East. The Town
of Medway is also served under this contract. To date, this arrangement has worked well. The Town recently
renewed this agreement for three more years. This is another example of progress in the sharing and/or
regionalizing of municipal services in the area. It also follows previous efforts in the last few years that have
provided for shared tax assessor and code enforcement services and a shared School Superintendent's office
between the two area school systems. These efforts recognize the shrinking population base and affiliated
dynamics that corne from it such as fewer students in the area schools and the need to develop new employment
opportunities.
Another positive development is the creation of the Katahdin Area Recovery and Expansion Committee. This
group is composed of the 17 elected municipal officers of Millinocket, East Millinocket, and Medway. They
initially agreed to form in December 2008 after Millinocket received a $75,000 payment from Brookfield Power to
help with economic development efforts due to the mill shutdown. This payment will repeat each year until the
mill reopens. The funds are being used to assist economic development and job creation in the Katahdin Region.
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REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
This financial report is designed to provide a general overview of the Town of Millinocket's finances for all those
with an interest in the government's finances. Questions concerning any of the information provided in this
report or requests for additional financial information should be addressed to the Town Manager, Town of
Millinocket, Maine, 197 Penobscot Avenue, Millinocket, Maine 04462.
Respectfully submitted,
Eugene J. Conlogue
Millinocket Town Manager
BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Statement of Net Assets
June 30, Z009
ASSETS
Cash S
Investments
Cash held in escrow by bond bank
Receivables:
Accounts, net of allowance of $27,000
Intergovernmental
Tax liens
Notes, net of allowance of $43,253
Prepaid expenses
Internal balances
Inventory
Other
Capital assets, not being depreciated
Total assets
LIABILITIES
Cash overdraft
Accounts payable and other current liabilities
Accrued wages and benefits payable
Compensated absences payable
Other post employment benefits
Accrued interest
Noncurrent liabilities:
Due within one year
Due in more than one year
Total liabilities
NET ASSETS
Invested in capital assets, net of related debt
Restricted for:
Nonexpendable trust principal
Other purposes
Unrestricted
Total net assets $
Governmental
Activities
111,370
3,744,533
129,098
163,403
493 296
135,016
254,596
4,754
(51,063)
33,482
734,374
7,319,816
13,072,675
235,789
236,779
498,473
387,826
1,028,255
32,044
355,424
3,657,056
6,431,646
4,041,710
16,401
288,078
2,294,840
6,641,029
Business-type
Activities
136,677
1,011,932
19,608
373,054
51,063
12,010
1,787,720
3,126,556
6,518,620
27,705
2,453
37,305
173,050
1,986,447
2,226,960
2,774,387
1,517,273
4,291,660
Total
248,047
4,756,465
19,608
502,152
163,403
493,296
135,016
254,596
4,754
33,482
12,010
2,522,094
10,446,372
19,591,295
235,789
264,484
500,926
425,131
1,028,255
32,044
528,474
5,643,503
8,658,606
6,816,097
16,401
288,078
3,812,113
10,932,689
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Statement of Activities
For the Year Ended June 30, 2009
Program revenues
Operating
Charges for grants and
Functions/programs Expenses services contributions
Primary government:
Governmental activities:
General government $ 820,389 80,734
Protection 1,639,193 366,284
Town services 1,218,874 165,686 51,100
Community services 706,793 98,381 20,993
Education 8,346,452 413,909 3,223,434
On-behalf payments - Maine PERS 567,612 567,612
Insurance and fringe benefits 1,049,402
Countytax 328,139
Foodservice 324,559 122,167 162,750
Unclassified 8,155
Capital maintenance expenses 62,497
Interest on debt 208,140
Total governmental activities 15,280,205 1,247,161 4,030,894
Bus ness-type activities:
Wastewater treatment plant 621,357 513.991
Total business-tvpe activities 621,357 513,991
Total primary government $ 15,901,562 1,761,152 4,030,894
General «™S:
Property taxes, levied for general purposes
Motor vehicle excise taxes
Interest and lien costs
Grants and contributions not restricted to specific prograr
Homestead exemption
Other State aid
State Revenue Sharing
Unrestricted investment earnings
Miscellaneous revenues
Transfers
Total general revenues and transfers
Change in net assets
Net assets - beginning
Net assets - ending
Net (expe
Capital Pri
g ta nts an d Governmental
contributions activities
(739,655)
(1,272,909)
(1,002,088)
306,177 (281,237)
(4,704,109)
(1,049,402)
(328,139)
(39,642)
(8,155)
(62,497)
(208,140)
306,177 (9,695,973)
568,380
568,380
874,557 (9,695,973)
$ 7,691,468
747,173
50,004
is:
219,315
167,671
724,537
30,920
149,342
8,400
9,788,830
92,857
6,548,172
$ 6,641,029
ise) revenue and changes
in net assets
mary Government
Business-type
activities Total
(739,655)
(1,272,909)
(1,002,088)
(281,237)
(4,704,109)
(1,049,402)
(328,139)
(39,642)
(8,155)
(62,497)
(208,140)
(9,695,973)
461,014 461,014
451,014 461,014
461,014 (9,234,959)
7,691,468
747,173
50,004
219,315
167,671
724,537
44,648 75,568
149,342
(8,400)
36,248 9,825,078
497,262 590,119
3,794,398 10,342,570
4,291,660 10,932,689
See accompanying notes to financial itatem
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TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Balance Sheet
June 30, 2009
ASSETS
Cash $
Investments
Receivables:
Intergovernmental
Tax liens
Notes, net of allowance of $43,253
Prepaid expenditures
Interfund loans receivable
Inventory
Total assets $
LIABILITIES AMD FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Cash overdraft
Accounts payable
Accrued wages and benefits
Interfund loans payable
Deferred tax revenues
Total liabilities
Fund balances:
Reserved for:
Noncurrent receivables
Nonexpendable trust principal
Unreserved, reported in;
General fund - designated
General fund - undesignated
Special revenue funds
Permanent funds
Total fund balances
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the staterr
are not reported in the funds.
and, therefore, are deferred in the funds.
period and therefore, are not reported in the funds
Other post employment benefits
Accrued interest
Capital leases payable
Bonds payable
Net assets of governmental activities
Reserve Go
General Funds
2,359
3,181,023 524,574
129,098
493,296
135,016
4,754
149,884
23,433
3,968,979 674,458
235,789
236,779
477,265
306,329 42,551
543,000
1,799,162 42,551
23,433
97,079
2,049,305
631,907
2,169,817 631,907
3,968,979 674,458
lent of net assets are different because:
nancial resources and, therefore.
vernmental Governmental
Funds Funds
109,011 111,370
38,936 3,744,533
129,098
163,403 163,403
493,296
135,016
254,596 254,596
4,754
179,201 329,085
10,049 33,482
755,196 5,398,633
235,789
236,779
21,208 498,473
31,268 380,148
543,000
52,476 1,894,189
254,596 254,596
16,401 16,401
10,049 33,482
97,079
2,049,305
399,556 1,031,463
22,118 22,118
702,720 3,504,444
755,196
8,054,190
543,000
(387,826)
(1,028,255)
(32,044)
(28,977)
S 6,641,029
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Governmental
For the year ended J
Revenues:
Taxes
Licenses and permits
Intergovernmental
Intergovernmental on-behalf payments
Tuition and other charges for services - education
Charges for services
Fees and fines
Unclassified
Investment earnings
Total revenues
Expenditures:
Current:
General government
Protection
Town services
Community services
Education
Maine Public Employees Retirement on-behalf payments
Insurance and fringe benefits
County tax
Food services
Unclassified
Capital outlay
Debt service
Total expenditures
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over (under) expenditures
Other financing sources (uses):
Proceeds from capital leases
Transfers to other funds
Total other financing sources (uses)
Net change in fund balances
Fund balances, beginning of year
Funds
une 30, 2009
Capital
General Funds
S 8,377,645
44,398
3,947,167
567,612
279,671
362,278
3,000
449,673
20,174 2,224
14,051,618 2,224
501,361
1,602,247
1,106,708
623,406
6,625,963
567,612
1,049,402
328,139
734,177
539,740
13,678,755
372,863 2,224
13,008
(178,233} (53,360)
(44,383) 86,873
328,480 89,097
1,841,337 542,810
Other
Funds
933,815
256,405
1,078
8,522
1,199,820
1,219
825,423
324,559
8,155
1,159,356
40,464
(59,082)
(21,082)
19,382
683,338
Total
Funds
8,377,645
44,398
4,880,982
567,612
279,671
618,683
3,000
450,751
30,920
15,253,662
501,361
1,603,466
1,106,708
623,406
7,451,386
567,612
1,049,402
328,139
324,559
8,155
734,177
539,740
14,838,111
415,551
13,008
(290,675)
21,408
436,959
3,067,485
Fund balances, end of year $ 2,169,817 631,907 702,720 3,504,444 j J
See accompanying notes to financial statements. '••
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TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Reconciliation of the Statement of Revenues, Expenditures,
and Changes in Fund Balances of Governmental Funds
to the Statement of Activities
For the year ended June 30, 2009
Net change in fund balances - total governmental funds (from Statement 4} $ 436,959
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of
activities (Statement 2) are different because:
Governmental funds report capital outlays as expenditures.
However, in the statement of activities, the cost of those assets
is allocated over their estimated useful lives as depreciation expense.
This is the amount by which capital outlays ($756,365) exceeded
depreciation expense ($578,044) in the current period. 178,321
Revenues in the statement of activities that do not provide
current financial resources are not reported as revenues in
the funds. This is the change in deferred revenue. 111,000
Some expenses reported in the statement of activities do not require
the use of current financial resources and, therefore, are not reported
as expenditures in governmental funds. This is the change in accrued
compensated absences $58,757, other post employment benefits
($1,028,255) and accrued interest $2,607. (966,891)
Capital lease proceeds provide current financial resources to
governmental funds, but issuing debt increases long-term
liabilities in the statement of net assets. Repayment of lease
principal is an expenditure in the governmental funds, but the
repayment reduces long-term liabilities in the statement of net
assets. This is the amount by which repayments ($17,483) exceeded
proceeds ($13,008). 4,475
Bond proceeds provide current financial resources to
governmental funds, but issuing debt increases long-term
liabilities in the statement of net assets. Repayment of bond
principal is an expenditure in the governmental funds, but the
repayment reduces long-term liabilities in the statement of net
assets. This is the amount of repayments. 328,993
Change in net assets of governmental activities (see Statement 2) $ 92,857
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
TOWN OF MILUNOCKET, MAINE
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
Budget and Actual
General Fund
For the year ended June 30, 2009
Budgeted amounts
Revenues:
Taxes $
Licenses and permits
Intergovernmental
Tuition and other charges for services - education
Charges for services
Fees and fines
Unclassified
Investment earnings
Total revenues
Expenditures:
Current:
General government
Protection
Town services
Community services
Education
County tax
Capital outlay
Debt service
Total expenditures
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over
(under) expenditures
Other financing sources (uses):
Use of undesignated fund balance - Town
Use of undesignated fund balance - School
Overlay
Transfers from other funds
Total other financing sources (uses)
Net change in fund balance - budgetary basis
Reconciliation to GAAP basis:
Change in accrued teacher summer salaries
Fund balance, beginning of year
Fund balance, end of year $
Original
7,667,332
38,450
3,725,279
268,665
321,231
4,112
302,825
80,000
12,407,894
514,496
1,597,692
1,122,530
669,998
7,595,688
328,139
151,400
129,360
13,206,796
(798,902)
511,422
245,786
(26,506)
68,200
798,902
S<?£
Final
7,776,968
38,450
3,725,279
268,665
321,231
4,112
302,825
80,000
12,517,530
514,496
1,597,692
1,083,616
679,998
7,150,483
328,139
274,908
541,565
13,268,390
(750,860)
611,016
245,786
(26,506)
68,200
(147,636)
750,860
; accompanying n
Actual
8,377,645
44,398
3,947,167
279,671
362,278
3,000
449,673
20,174
13,484,006
501,361
1,602,247
1,106,708
623,406
6,638,159
328,139
721,169
539,740
13,110,331
373,675
120,842
(178,233)
(57,391)
316,284
12,196
1,841,337
2,169,817
otestafinand
Variance with
final budget
positive
(negative)
600,677
5,948
221,888
11,006
41,047
(1,112)
146,848
(59,826)
966,476
13,135
(4,555)
(23,092)
56,592
512,324
(446,261)
1,825
158,059
1,124,535
(611,016)
(245,786)
26,506
52,642
(30,597)
(808,251)
316,284
al statements.
a
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TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Statement of Net Assets
Proprietary Funds
June 30, 2009
Business-type Activities - Enterprise Funds
ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash S
Investments
Cash held in escrow by bond bank
Accounts receivable
Interfund loans receivable
Loan origination fees - net
Total current assets
Noncurrent assets:
Capital assets
Total noncurrent assets
Total assets
LIABILITIES
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued wages
Accrued compensated absences
Bonds payable, current
Total current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities:
Bonds payable
Total noncurrent liabilities
Total liabilities
NET ASSETS
Invested in capital assets, net of related debt
Unrestricted
Total net assets $
Wastewater
Treatment
Plant
136,677
1,011,932
19,608
373,054
51,063
12,010
1,604,344
12,580,317
(7,666,041)
4,914,276
6,518,620
27,705
2,453
37,305
173,050
240,513
1,986,447
1,986,447
2,226,960
2,774,387
1,517,273
4,291,660
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Assets
Proprietary Funds
For the year ended June 30, 2009
Business-type Activities - Enterprise Funds
Operating revenues:
Charges for services
Other
Total operating revenues
Operating expenses:
Administration
Operations
Depreciation and amortization
Total operating expenses
Operating income (loss)
Nonoperating revenue (expense):
Interest income
Grant income
Interest expense
Total nonoperating revenue (expense)
Income before transfers
Transfers out
Change in net assets
Total net assets, beginning of year
Total net assets, end of year
Wastewater
Treatment
Plant
S 509,056
4,935
513,991
95,904
289,138
223,868
608,910
(94,919)
44,648
568,380
(12,447)
600,581
505,662
(8,400)
497,262
3,794,398
$ 4,291,660
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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Q TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINEStatement of Cash Flows - Proprietary Funds
For the year ended June 30, 2009
Business-type Activities - Enterprise Funds
Cash flows from operating activities:
Receipts from customers and users
Payments to suppliers
Payments to employees
Net cash provided by operating activities
Cash flows from noncapital financing activities:
Transfer to other funds
Net cash used in noncapital financing activities
Cash flows from capital and related financing activities:
Bond proceeds
Principal payments on bonds
Grant revenue
Interest paid
Net cash used in capital and relating financing activities
Cash flows from investing activities:
Sale (purchase) of investments
Investment income
Net cash provided by investing activities
Increase in cash
Cash overdraft, beginning of year
Cash, end of year
Reconciliation of operating income (loss) to net cash
provided by operating activities:
Operating income (loss)
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net cash
provided by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization
Decrease in operating assets:
Accounts receivable
Increase (decrease) in operating liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued wages and benefits payable
Accrued compensated absences
Net cash provided by operating activities
Waste-water
Treatment
Plant
$ 535,709
(185,207)
(182,840)
167,662
(8,400)
(8,400)
(1,734,290)
1,030,392
(172,258)
568,380
(12,447)
(320,223)
253,706
44,648
298,354
137,393
(716)
$ 136,677
$ (94,919)
223,868
21,718
16,513
(276)
758
167,662
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
Statement 10
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Statement of Fiduciary Net Assets
Fiduciary Funds
June 30, 2009
Agency Fund
School Activity
Fund
ASSETS
Cash 79,683
LIABILITIES AND
NET ASSETS
Liabilities:
Due to student groups
Total liabilities 79,683
Net assets:
Held intrust
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
TOWN OF MIUINOCKET, MAINE
Notes to Basic Financial Statements
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The Town of Miflinocket, Maine was incorporated as a Town in 1901 under the laws of the State of Maine. The
Town operates under a council-manager form of government.
A. Reporting Entity
In evaluating how to define the Town for financial reporting purposes, management has considered all
potential component units. The decision to include a potential component unit in the reporting entity was
made by applying the criteria set forth in GASB Statement 14 "The Financial Reporting Entity" as amended
by GASB Statement 39 "Determining Whether Certain Organizations are Component Units". The basic - but
not the only - criterion for including a potential component unit within the reporting entity is the governing
body's ability to exercise financial accountability. Financial accountability is defined as appointment of a
voting majority of the component unit's board, and either a) the ability to impose will by the primary
government, or b) the possibility that the component unit will provide a financial benefit to or impose a
financial burden on the primary government. Application of this criterion and determination of type of
presentation involves considering whether the activity benefits the government and/or its citizens, or
whether the activity is conducted within the geographic boundaries of the government and is generally
available to its citizens. Additionally, certain organizations warrant inclusion as part of the financial
reporting entity because of the nature and significance of their relationship with the primary government,
including their ongoing financial support of the primary government or component unit. Based on the
application of these criteria, there were no potential component units required to be included in this
report.
B. Government-wide and Fund Financial Statements
The government-wide financial statements (i.e., the statement of net assets and the statement of activities)
report information on all of the nonfiduciary activities of the Town. For the most part, the effect of
interfund activity has been removed from these statements. Governmental activities, which normally are
supported by taxes and intergovernmental revenues, are reported separately from business-type activities,
which rely to a significant extent on fees and charges for support.
The statement of activities demonstrates the degree to which the direct expenses of a given function or
segment are offset by program revenues. Direct expenses are those that are clearly identifiable with a
specific function or segment. The Town has elected not to allocate indirect costs among the programs,
functions and segments. Program revenues include 1} charges to customers or applicants who purchase,
use, or directly benefit from goods, services, or privileges provided by a given function or segment and 2)
grants and contributions that are restricted to meeting the operational or capital requirements of a
particular function or segment. Taxes and other items not properly included among program revenues are
reported as general revenues.
Separate financial statements are provided for governmental funds, proprietary funds, and fiduciary funds,
even though the latter are excluded from the government-wide financial statements. Major individual
governmental funds and major individual enterprise funds are reported as separate columns in the fund
financial statements.
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Notes to Basic Financial Statements, Continued
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES, CONTINUED
C. Measurement Focus, Basis of Accounting and Basis of Presentation
The government-wide financial statements are reported using the economic resources measurement focus and
the accrual basis of accounting, as are the proprietary fund and fiduciary fund financial statements. Revenues
are recorded when earned and expenses are recorded when a liability is incurred, regardless of the timing of
related cash flows. Property taxes are recognized as revenues in the year for which they are levied. Grants and
similar items are recognized as revenue as soon as all eligibility requirements imposed by the provider have
been met.
Governmental fund financial statements are reported using the current financial resources measurement focus
and the modified accrual basis of accounting. Revenues a re recognized as soon as they are both measurable and
available. Revenues are considered to be available when they are collectible within the current period or soon
enough thereafter to pay liabilities of the current period. For this purpose, the government considers revenues
to be available if they are collected within 60 days of the end of the current fiscal period for property taxes and
one year for all other revenues. Expenditures generally are recorded when a liability is incurred, as under
accrual accounting. However, debt service expenditures, as well as certain compensated absences and claims
and judgments, are recorded only when the payment is due.
Those revenues susceptible to accrual are property taxes, interest, and charges for services. Other receipts and
taxes become measurable and available when cash is received by the Town and are recognized as revenue at
that time.
Entitlements and shared revenues are recorded at the time of receipt or earlier if the susceptible to accrual
criteria are met. Expenditure-driven grants are recognized as revenue when the qualifying expenditures have
been incurred and all other grant requirements have been met.
The Town reports the following major governmental funds:
The General Fund is the Town's primary operating fund. It accounts for all financial resources of the general
government, except those required to be accounted for in another fund.
The Capital Reserve Funds are used to account for transactions related to capital reserves held by the Town.
The Town reports the following major proprietary fund:
The Wastewater Fund accounts for the operation of a sewer system in Millinocket.
Additionally, the Town reports the following fund type:
Fiduciary funds account for assets held by the Town in a trustee capacity or as an agent on behalf of others.
The Town's fiduciary funds include the following fund type:
Agency funds are custodial in nature and do not present results of operations or have a measurement
focus. Agency funds are accounted for using the modified accrual basis of accounting. The funds are
used to account for assets that the Town holds for others in an agency capacity.
TOWN OF MILUNOCKET, MAINE
Notes to Basic Financial Statements, Continued
SUMMARYOFSIGNIFICANTACCOUNTING POLICIES, CONTINUED
from the government-wide financial statements
Proprietary funds distinguish operating revenues and expenses from nonoperating items. Operating revenues
and expenses generally result from providing services and producing and delivering goods in connection with a
proprietary fund's principal ongoing operations. The principal operating revenues of the Town's proprietary
fund is charges to customers for sales and services; operating expenses include the cost of sales and services,
administrative expenses, and depreciation on capital assets. All revenues and expenses not meeting this
definition are reported as nonoperating revenues and expenses.
When both restricted and unrestricted resources are available for use, it is the Town's policy to use restricted
resources first, then unrestricted resources as they are needed.
D. Cash, Cash Equivalents and Investments
Cash and cash equivalents include amounts in demand deposits as well as time deposits and certificates of
deposit owned by the Town. State statutes authorize the Town to invest in obligations of the U. S. Treasury,
commercial paper, corporate bonds, and repurchase agreements.
Investments are stated at fair value, unless otherwise indicated. For purposes of the statement of cash
flows, all highly liquid investments with a maturity of three months or less when purchased are considered
to be cash equivalents.
Investments of the Permanent Funds, wastewater and capital reserves are pooled on a cost basis, with each
individual fund subscribing to or disposing of interest in the investment pool on the basis of cost value at the
beginning of the fiscal year. As such, investment income, investment expense, and gains and losses on sales
of investments are allocated to each fund based on its proportionate interest in the investment pool.
E. Inventory
Inventory consists of the School Lunch Program food, supplies and donated commodities and is recorded at
the lower of cost or market on the first-in, first-out basis.
F. Capital Assets
Capital assets, which include property, plant, equipment, are reported in the applicable governmental or
business-type activities columns in the government- wide financial statements. Capital assets are defined by
the Town as assets with an initial, individual cost of more than $5,000 and an estimated useful life in excess of
one year. Such assets are recorded at historical cost or estimated historical cost if purchased or constructed.
Donated capital assets are recorded at estimated fair market value at the date of donation.
The costs of normal repairs and maintenance that do not add to the value of the asset or materially extend
assets lives are not capitalized.
Major outlays for capital assets and improvements are capitalized as projects are constructed.
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Notes to Basic Financial Statements, Continued
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES, CONTINUED
For the primary government, the following estimated useful lives are used to compute depreciation:
Buildings and improvements 10-50 years
interceptors 35 years
Sewer lines 35-100 years
Equipment and vehicles 5-50 years
Infrastructure 40 years
G. Compensated Absences
Under the terms of personnel policies and union contracts, vacation and sick leave are granted in varying
amounts according to length of service. All compensated absences are accrued when incurred in the
government-wide and proprietary fund financial statements. A liability for these amounts is reported in the
governmental funds only if they have matured, for example, as a result of employee resignations or
retirements.
H. Long-term Obligations
In the government-wide financial statements, and proprietary fund types in the fund financial statements, long-
term debt and other long-term obligations are reported as liabilities in the applicable governmental activities,
business-type activities, or proprietary fund type statement of net assets. Bond premiums and discounts, as
well as issuance costs if material to basic financial statements, are deferred and amortized over the life of the
bonds using the straight-line method. Bonds payable are reported net of the applicable bond premium or
discount. Bond issuance costs are reported ss deferred charges and amortized over the term of the related
debt.
In the fund financial statements, governmental fund types recognize bond premiums and discounts, as well as
bond issuance costs, during the current period. The face amount of debt is reported as other financing sources.
Premiums received on debt issuances are reported as other financing sources while discounts on debt
issuances are reported as other financing uses. Issuance costs, whether or not withheld from the actual debt
proceeds received, are reported as debt service expenditures.
I. Interfund Transactions
During the course of normal operations, the Town has numerous transactions between funds including
expenditures and transfers of resources to provide services, construct assets and service debt. These
transactions are reported as transfers.
J. Fund Equity
In the fund financial statements, governmental funds report reservations of fund balance for amounts that are
not available for appropriation or are legally restricted by outside parties for use for a specific purpose.
Designated fund balances represent tentative plans for future use of financial resources.
K. Encumbrances
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders, contracts, and other commitments for the
expenditure of funds are recorded in order to reserve that portion of the applicable appropriations, is
employed by the School Department. Encumbrances have been shown as a reservation uF Fund balances at
year-end.
D
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TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Notes to Basic Financial Statements, Continued
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES, CONTINUED
L. Use of Estimates
Preparation of the Town's financial statements requires management to make estimates and assumptions
that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent items at the date of the
financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses/expenditures during the reporting
period. Actual results could differ from those estimates.
M. Comparative Data/Reclassifications
Comparative data for the prior year have been presented only for certain funds in the fund financial
statements in order to provide an understanding of the changes in the financial position and operations of
these funds.
STEWARDSHIP, COMPLIANCE, AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Budgetary vs. GAAP Basis of Accounting
Through June 30, 2009, the Town did not budget for revenues and expenditures related to teachers' summer pay
and vacation and sick time for Town employees on an accrual basis.
As required by generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), the Town has recorded a revenue and
expenditure for Maine Public Employees Retirement contributions made by the State of Maine on behalf of the
Town of Millinocket School Department. These amounts have not been budgeted and result in a difference in
reporting on a budgetary basis of accounting vs. reporting under accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America of $567,612. These amounts have been included as an intergovernmental revenue and
an education expenditure in the General Fund on Statement 4 (GAAP basis) and on the Statement of Activities
(Statement 2). There is no effect on the fund balance at the end of the year.
Budget Information
Excess of Expenditures over Appropriations
For the year ended June 30, 2009, expenditures exceeded appropriations in the following departments:
$ 2,227 Enforcement officials 125
1,659 Environmental services 980
2,711 Public works administration 463
21,484 Street and road maintenance 24,519
2,513* Garage maintenance 1,720
4,227 Human resources/assistance 754
2,552 Special capital improvements 449,694
Town Manager and Council
Municipal building
Legal services
Police department
DARE Program - donations
Community services
Dog constable
* The Town used designated fund balances for the DARE Program to cover the overages.
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Notes to Basic Financial Statements, Continued
DEPOSITS AND INVESTMENTS
As of June 30, 2009, the Town had the following investments:
Weighted average Credit
maturity (years) rating
U.S. Treasuries
Federal Home Loan Banks
Mutual Funds
$ 72,097
62,913
3,181,023
0.96
0.70
N/A
N/A
AAA
N/A
Custodial credit risk - deposits - In the case of deposits, this is the risk that in the event of a bank failure, the
Town's deposits may not be returned to it. The Town currently does not have a deposit policy for custodial credit
risk. As of June 30, 2009, 100% of the Town's bank balance of $1,327,123 was insured and/or collateralized.
Custodial credit risk - investments- For investments, this is the risk that in the event of failure of the counterparty,
the Town will not be able to recover the value of its investments or collateral securities that are in possession of
an outside party. The Town currently does not have an investment policy for custodial credit risk. Of the Town's
$563,510 investment in money market, cash management and repurchase agreements, 100% was collateralized
by underlying securities held by the related bank, which were not in the Town's name.
Credit risk - Maine statutes authorize the Town to invest in obligations of the U.S. Treasury and U.S. agencies,
repurchase agreements and certain corporate stocks and bonds. As of June 30, 2009, the Town's investments
were rated by Standard & Poor's, which can be seen above.
Interest rate risk- The Town does not have a deposit policy for interest rate risk.
As of June 30, 2009, the Town had the following cash and investments:
Governmental Business-type Fiduciary
Cash
Investments
Cash overdraft
Total
Activities
S 111,370
3,744,533
(235.789)
S 3.620.114
Activities
136,677
1,011,932
1.148.609
Funds
79,683
79 683
Total
327,730
4,756,465
(235.789)
4 848 406
PROPERTY TAX
Property taxes for the current period were committed on October 27, 2008, on the assessed value listed as of
April 1, 2008, for all real and personal property located in the Town. Payments of taxes were due in equal
installments on November 21, 2008 and April 17, 2009. Interest at the rate of 11% per annum was charged on
any amounts remaining unpaid after these dates. Assessed values are periodically established by the Assessor's
agent at 100% of assumed market value. The 2009 assessed value was 100% of the estimated market value and
116% of the 2009 state valuation of $317,050,000.
The Town is permitted by the laws of the State of Maine to levy taxes up to 105% of its net budgeted
expenditures for the related fiscal period. The amount raised in excess of 100% is referred to as overlay, and
amounted to $26,506 for the period ended June 30, 2009.
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TOWN OF MILLIISIOCKET, MAINE
Notes to Basic Financial Statements, Continued
PROPERTY TAX, CONTINUED
Tax liens are placed on real property within twelve months following the tax commitment date if taxes are
delinquent. The Town has the authority to foreclose on property eighteen months after the filing of the lien if tax
liens and associated costs remain unpaid.
Property taxes levied during the period were recorded as receivables at the time the levy was made. The
receivables collected during the period and in the first sixty days following the end of the fiscal period have been
recorded as revenues. The remaining receivables have been recorded as deferred revenues.
The following summarizes the tax levies:
2009 2008
Assessed value
Tax rate (oer 51.000)
Commitment
Supplemental taxes assessed
Less:
Collections and abatements
Receivable at end of period
Collection rate
$ 367,677,568
24.20
8,897,797
7.181
8,904,978
8,548.222
5 356.756
96.00%
373,021,135
21.70
8,094,559
347
8,094,906
7.765.548
329.358
95.93%
CAPITAL ASSETS
Capital asset activity for the year ended June 30, 2009
Governmental activities:
Capital assets, not being depreciated:
Land
Construction in progress
Total capital assets, not being depreciated
Capital assets, being depreciated:
Land improvements
Buildings and building improvements
Equipment and vehicles
Infrastructure
Total capital assets being depreciated
Less accumulated depreciation for:
Land improvements
Buildings and building improvements
Equipment and vehicles
Infrastructure
Total accumulated depreciation
Total capital assets being depreciated, net
was as follows:
Balance
June 30,
2008
$ 275,740
19.000
294,740
1,649,737
6,846,838
6,425,109
3,441.980
18,363,664
192,624
2,730,093
4,462,171
3.397.647
10,782,535
7,581,129
Governmental activities capital assets, net 4 7.875.869
Increases
439.634
439,634
15,879
300,852
316,731
52,667
225,203
298,174
2,000
578,044
(261,313)
178.321
Decreases
20,044
20,044
20,044
20,044
Balance
June 30,
2009
275,740
458,634
734.374
1,649,737
6,862,717
6,705,917
3,441,980
18,660,351
245,291
2,955,296
4,740,301
3.399,647
11,340,535
7,319.816
8.054.190
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Notes to Basic Financial Statements, Continued
CAPITAL ASSETS, CONTINUED
Balance
June 30,
2008
Balance
June 30,
Decreases 2009
Business-type activities:
Capital assets, not being depreciated:
Construction in progress 66.092 1.721.628
66,092 1.721.628
1.787,720
1,787,720
Capital assets, being depreciated:
Buildings and building improvements
Interceptors
Equipment and vehicles
Infrastructure, sewer lines and equipment
Total capital assets being depreciated
Buildings and building improvements
Interceptors
Equipment and vehicles
Infrastructure, sewer lines
Total accumulated depreciation
Total capital assets beine depreciated, net
4,697,117
1,113,395
587,169
4.382,254
10,779,935
3,758,326
888,065
517,009
2,280.108
7,443,508
3.336,427
12,662
12,662
131,682
31,811
10,732
48.308
222,533
(209.871)
4,697,117
1,113,395
599,831
4,382.254
10,792,597
3,890,008
919,876
527,741
2.328.416
7,666,041
3,126.556
Business-type activities capital assets, net S 3f402.519 1.511.757 - 4.914.276
Depreciation expense was charged to functions/programs of the primary government as follows:
Governmental activities:
General government
Protection
Town services
Community services
Education and libraries
$ 18,786
65,340
119,724
88,968
285.226
T_Qta|.depreciation expense - governmental activities $ 57? p
Business-type activities:
Wastewater Fund
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Notes to Basic Financial Statements, Continued
PENSION PLANS
Maine Public Employees Retirement System (Maine PERS) - Consolidated Plan
Description of the Plan - The Town contributes to the Maine Public Employees Retirement System Consolidated
Plan, a cost sharing multiple-employer retirement system established by the Maine State legislature. The Maine
Public Employees Retirement System provides retirement and disability benefits, annual cost-of-living
adjustments, and death benefits to plan members and beneficiaries. The authority to establish and amend
benefit rests with the State Legislature. The Maine Public Employees Retirement System issues a publicly
available financial report that includes financial statements and required supplementary information for the
Consolidated Plan. That report may be obtained by writing to Maine Public Employees Retirement System, 46
State House Station, Augusta, Maine 04333-0046 or by calling 1-800-451-9800.
Funding Policy - Plan members are required to contribute 6.5% of their annual covered salary and the Town is
required to contribute an actuarially determined rate. The current rate ranges from 2.8% to 5.3% of annual
covered payroll. The contribution rates of plan members and the Town are established and may fae amended by
the Maine Public Employees Retirement System Board of Trustees. The Town's contributions to the Maine Public
Employees Retirement System Consolidated Plan for the year ended June 30, 2009, 2008 and 2007 were SO,
$1,553 and $1,262, respectively, equal to the required contributions for each year.
Maine Public Employees Retirement System - School Employees
All School teachers, plus other qualified educators, participate in the Maine Public Employees Retirement
System's teacher group. The School Department's payroll for employees covered by this group, for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 2009, was $3,025,649. The State of Maine Department of Education is required, by state statute,
to contribute the employer contribution, which amounts to 18.76% of compensation. Contributions paid by the
State totaled approximately $567,612 for the year ended June 30, 2009. There is no contribution required by the
School Department except for federally funded teachers for which the School Department contributes 18.76% of
their compensation. This cost amounted to $51,770 for the year ended June 30, 2009, and is charged to the
applicable grant.
Deferred Compensation Plan
The Town offers all its employees a deferred compensation plan created in accordance with Internal Revenue
(IRC) Section 457. The plan permits participating employees to defer a portion of their salary until future years.
The deferred compensation is not available to employees until termination, retirement, death, or unforeseeable
emergency.
Assets of the plan are placed in trust for the exclusive benefit of participants and their beneficiaries. Accordingly,
the assets and the liability for the compensation deferred by plan participants, including earnings on plan assets
are not included in the Town's financial statements.
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
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LONG-TERM DEBT
Long-term liability activity for the year ended June 30, 2009 was as follows:
Beginning
balance
Governmental activities:
General obligation bonds S 4,312,496
Capital leases 33,452
Accrued compensated absences 446,583
328,993 3,983,503 339,637
13,008 17,483 28,977 15,787
- 58,757 387,826
Governmental activity
long-term liabilities 405.233 4.400.306 355.424
Business-type activities:
General obligation bonds $2,331,755
Accrued compensated absences 36,547
172,258 2,159,497 173,050
758 37.305 -_
Business-type activities
n liabilitie: 172.258 2.196.802
londs and notes payable at June 30, 2009 are comprised of the following:
Governmental activities:
School improvements
School improvements
School improvements
2006 Series C
Total governmental activities
Business-type activities:
Sewer tine expansion
CWSRF
Total business-tyoe activities
Date of
issue
05/01/98
10/06/00
10/06/00
10/26/06
4/01/03
5/16/08
Original amount
issued
S 4,560,000
716,500
100,000
1.200.000
1,922,632
1.050.000
Date of
maturity
2018
2012
2011
2021
2017
2028
Interest
rate
Varied
0%
0%
Varied
1.33%
1.80%
Balance
June 30,
2008
S 2,827,133
103,089
13,281
1.040.000
S 3 983 503
$ 1,153,579
1.005.918
S 2.159.497
Arbitrage rebate - Pursuant to the Tax Reform Act of 1986, municipalities issuing tax-exempt bonds or entering
into note or lease obligations are required to perform an arbitrage rebate calculation upon the fifth anniversary of
the obligation and to remit such rebate to the federal government, subject to certain exceptions. There are
certain exceptions which result in a municipal issuer not having to calculate or pay the required rebate. The Town
of Millinocket has met these exceptions since the effective date of the regulations.
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LONG-TERM DEBT, CONTINUED
The annual requirements to amortize all long-term debt outstanding as of June 30, 2009 are as follows:
GovernrnentiLactJyitJes
ncjjDal [njerest
Business-type activities
Iota!
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015-2019
2020-2024
2025-2028
Total
339,637
350,811
362,543
346,770
352,041
1,991,701
240,000
187,451
171,133
154,337
137,125
119,365
296,876
7,180
527,088
521,944
516,880
483,895
471,406
2,288,577
247,180
173,050
173,859
174,681
175,518
176,370
767,004
278,029
240.986
29,333
30,679
28,749
26,804
24,845
92,905
52,626
23.537
202,383
204,538
203,430
202,322
201,215
859,909
330,655
264,523
The Town is subject to a statutory limitation, by the State of Maine, of its general long-term debt equal to 15% of
the State's valuation of the Town. The Town's outstanding long-term debt of $6,143,000 at June 30, 2009 was
within the statutory limit.
OBLIGATIONS UNDER CAPITAL LEASES
The Town's School Department has entered into several lease agreements. These leases qualify as capital leases
for accounting purposes, and therefore have been recorded in the government-wide financial statements at the
present value of future minimum lease payments as of the date of inception. These assets are recorded as capital
assets in the government-wide financial statements.
Minimum future lease payments under capital leases are:
Year ended June 30,
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Total minimum lease payments
Less amount representing interest
Present value of future
minimum lease rjavments
17,942
4,282
4,282
3,373
907
30,786
1.809
5 28.977
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DESIGNATED FUND BALANCE - GENERAL FUND
At June 30, 2009, the General Fund's designated fund balance was comprised of the following:
Record preservation
Dog fees
TRIAD
DARE
Police vests
KARE (Fiscal agent)
Library gifts and do nations
Total
Balance
6/30/09
5 500
4,604
2,044
11,408
(125)
78,000
648
$ 97.079
UNDESIGNATED FUND BALANCE - GENERAL FUND - SCHOOL
At June 30, 2009, the General Fund's school undesignated fund balance was comprised of the following:
General education-GAAP basis
Accrued summer teacher pay
$ 239,073
417.699
Total - budgetary basis
NET ASSETS
Net assets represent the difference between assets and liabilities. Net assets invested in capital assets, net of
related debt consists of capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation, reduced by the outstanding balances of
bonds and capital leases payable and adding back any unspent proceeds. The Town's net assets invested in
capital assets, net of related debt was calculated as follows at June 30, 2009:
Capital assets
Accumulated depreciation
Bonds payable
Cash held in escrow by bond bank
Capital leases payable
RISK MANAGEMENT
Governmental
$ 19,394,725
(11,340,535)
(3,983,503)
(28.977)
$ 4.041.710
Business-type
12,580,317
(7,666,041)
(2,159,497)
19,608
2.774,382
The Town is exposed to various risks of loss related to torts; theft of, damage to and destruction of assets, errors
and omissions, and natural disasters for which the Town either carries commercial insurance or participates in a
public entity risk pool. Currently, the Town participates in a public entity risk pool sponsored by the Maine
Municipal Association and the School Department participates in a public entity risk pooi sponsored by the Maine
School Management Association for workers' compensation coverage.
Based on the coverage provided by the poofs, as well as coverage provided by commercial insurance purchased,
the Town is not aware of any material actual or potential claim liabilities which should be recorded at June 30
2009.
ij
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INTERFUND RECEIVABLES, PAYABLES, AND TRANSFERS
During the course of normal operations the Town has numerous transactions between funds including
expenditures and transfers. Individual fund interfund receivables and payables balances at June 30, 2009 arising
from these transactions were as follows:
Net transfers
Receivables Payablgj in (out)
General Fund
Capital reserve funds
Nonmajor Special Revenue Fund:
CDBG loan fund
Recreation
Comprehensive plan
School categorical programs
School lunch
Other school funds
Proprietary Fund
Nonmaior Permanent Funds
Totals
SIGNIFICANTTAXPAYER
S
149,884
3,311
10,114
145,099
20,677
51,063
306,329
42,551
17,099
10,369
3.800
(57,391)
86,873
(59,082)
26,000
12,000
(8,400)
For the year ended June 30, 2009, the Town of Millinocket committed $4,967,636 in real estate and personal
property tax revenue from Katahdin Paper Co. This commitment represents approximately 52.8% of total
property taxes assessed.
TAX INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRICT
The Town has established the Katahdin Paper Municipal Development District - tax increment financing district
(TIF). The Town refunds the tax increment on 85% on the new captured assessed value of the property in this TIF
District to GNP for a period of fifteen years. For the year ended June 30, 2009, $1,098,761 of tax revenues were
captured and refunded as TIF district revenues. The percentage of tax increment revenues that GNP will receive
in any given year will be based on the number of full-time employee positions retained by the Company.
The Town has established the Specialty Minerals, Inc. Credit Enhancement Agreement - tax increment financing
district (TIF). The Town refunds the tax increment on 50% on the new captured assessed value of the property in
this TIF District to SMI for a period of ten years. For the year ended June 30, 2009, $75,235 of tax revenues were
captured and refunded as TIF district revenues.
CONTINGENCIES ' ~"
The Town is a defendant in various lawsuits. Although the outcome of these lawsuits is not presently
determinable, in the opinion of the Town's attorney, the resolution of these matters will not have a material
adverse effect on the financial condition of the Town.
Grant Funds - Amounts received or receivable from grantor agencies are subject to audit and adjustment by
grantor agencies, principally the federal government. Any disallowed claims, including amounts already collected,
may constitute a liability of the applicable funds. The amount, if any, of expenditures which may be disallowed by
the grantor cannot be determined at this time although the Town expects such amounts, if any, to be immaterial.
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Notes to Basic Financial Statements, Continued
CONTINGENCIES, CONTINUED
FAME Loan - The Town of Millinocket has an outstanding loan with the Finance Authority of Maine (FAME) to
finance costs incurred by the Town for the investigation, removal, and remediation of waste oil contamination at
the Portland-Bangor Waste Oil Services Site in Plymouth, Maine. The amount outstanding at June 30, 2009 was
$92,295. Principal payments have been deferred until the beginning of repayment, which then principal
payments would be due over a period not to exceed ten years with an interest rate of 0%. This has not been
recorded due to the uncertainty of repayment. This loan may be turned into a grant, which would eliminate any
repayment.
LONG-TERM RECEIVABLE __^_
In 2001, the Town, through the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development made a 30 year, no interest
loan to further economic activity within the Town. As required by accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America, the no-interest loan of $360,000 was discounted to its present value of $133,960. The
note is being amortized at the Town's rate of borrowing in 2001, at 3.3% each year to reflect its future value of
$360,000. At June 30, 2009, the value of note was:
Year ended
June 30.
Current balance
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Thereafter
Interest
$ 5,652
5,842
6,037
6,240
6,448
6,665
154,412
Total
174,356
180,198
186,235
192,475
198,923
205,588
360,000
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE REORGANIZATION
On June 6, 2007, and as amended in April of 2008, the Maine House and Senate enacted the two-year state
budget including the school administrative reorganization legislation "School Administrative Reorganization"
("SAR") as Public Law 2007, Chapter 240. The law sets forth state policy to ensure that schools are organized as
units in order to provide equitable educational opportunities, rigorous academic programs, uniformity in
delivering programs, a greater uniformity in tax rates, more efficient and effective use of limited resources,
preservation of school choice and maximum opportunity to deliver services in an efficient manner. All school
units and municipal school units (collectively School Administrative Units or "SAU") are directed to work with
other units to reorganize into larger, more efficient units; or where expansion of the unit would be impractical or
inconsistent with state policy, reorganize their own administrative structures to reduce costs. The legislative
intent of the law is to create a maximum of 80 school units or the number of units appropriate to achieve
administrative efficiencies.
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Notes to Basic Financial Statements, Continued
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE REORGANIZATION, CONTINUED
SAU's, not otherwise exempt, that fail to approve a reorganization plan by November 4, 2008 and to implement
that plan by July 1, 2009 may face financial penalties, starting on July 1, 2009. Penalties for SAUs that do not form
appropriate RSUs by the beginning of FY 2010 may include:
• A 50% reduction in minimum subsidy (the special education minimum);
• A 50% reduction in system administration costs includable for purposes of the funding model;
• Less favorable consideration in approval and funding for school construction;
• Loss of eligibility for transition adjustments; and
• The percentage of state subsidy will not increase to the highest level as called for in the four-year "ramp-
up" of state funding for education (i.e., GPA will be consistent with a statewide average contribution of
53.86% instead of the 55% overall state share).
As of June 30, 2009, the School Department has not complied with the school consolidation law.
OTHER POST EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS
The Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) recently issued its Statement 45, which addressed the
reporting and disclosure requirements for other post employment benefits (OPEB). GASB Statement 45,
Accounting and Financial Reporting by Employers for Postemployment Benefits Other Than Pensions, was
implemented, as required, by the Town of Millinocket, Maine for the year ended June 30, 2009. Under this
pronouncement, it requires that the long-term cost of retirement health care and obligations for other
postemployment benefits be determined on an actuarial basis and reported similar to pension plans.
The Town of Millinocket is a member of the Maine Municipal Employees Health Trust. The Health Trust
contracted with an outside consultant to assist in the determination and valuation of the Town's OPEB liability
under GASB Statement 45. An OPEB liability actuarial valuation was completed by the consultants in August 2009.
Plan Descriptions - The Town sponsors a post-retirement benefit plan providing health insurance to retiring
employees. Town employees over the age of 55 with 5 years of continuous service are allowed to participate in
the plan. Some retirees that are designated in a plan pay 13% of the single coverage premium and 13% of the
family coverage premium while others pay nothing towards the cost of coverage. For those Town employees
eligible for Medicare (post-65 Retiree Plan), the plan is offered in conjunction with Medicare Parts A and B and the
Companion Plan B.
The School Department sponsors a post-retirement benefit plan providing health insurance to retiring employees.
School Department employees over the age of 55 with 20-25 years of continuous service are allowed to
participate in the plan. Some retirees that are designated in a plan pay 13% to 15% of the single coverage
premium and 13% to 50% of the family coverage premium while others pay nothing towards the cost of coverage.
For those School Department employees eligible for Medicare (post-65 Retiree Plan), the plan is offered in
conjunction with Medicare Parts A and B and the Companion Plan B.
Funding Policy and Annual OPEB Cost - GASB Statement 45 does not mandate the prefunding of postemployment
benefits liability. The Town currently plans to fund these benefits on a pay-as-you-go basis. No assets have been
segregated and restricted to provide postemployment benefits. The annual required contribution (ARC), an
actuarial determined rate, represents a level of funding that, if paid on an ongoing basis, is projected to cover
normal cost each year and amortize unfunded actuarial liabilities over a period not to exceed thirty years.
REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Schedule of Funding Progress
Retiree Healthcare Plan
Actuarial
Valuation
Date
Actuarial
Value of
Assets
Actuarial
Accrued
Liability (AAL)-
Entry Age
Unfunded
AAL
(UAAL)
Funded
Ratio
(a/b)
Covered
Payroll
UAAL as a
Percentage
of Covered
Payroll
f (b-a) .
1/1/09 $28,669,396 $28,669,396 O.C $3,999,026 716.91%
n
o
n
n
n
GENERAL FUND
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Comparative Balance Sheets - General Fund
June 30, 2009 and 2008
ASSETS
Cash
Investments
Receivables:
Accounts, net of allowance of $27,000
Taxes receivable
Tax liens
Prepaid expenditures
Inventory
Total assets
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE
Liabilities:
Cash overdraft
Accounts payable
Accrued wages and benefits
Interfund loans payable
Deferred tax revenues
Total liabilities
Fund balance:
Reserved for inventory
Unreserved:
Designated
Undesignated -School
Undesignated - Town
Total fund balance
Total liabilities and fund balance
2009
S 2,359
3,181,023
129,098
493,296
135,016
4,754
23,433
S 3,968,979
235,789
236,779
477,265
306,329
543,000
1,799,162
23,433
97,079
239,073
1,810,232
2,169,817
S 3,968,979
2008
2,361
2,644,092
220,476
465,024
69,922
35,537
23,057
3,460,469
292,648
80,334
476,066
338,084
432,000
1,619,132
23,057
20,529
10,937
1,786,814
1,841,337
3,460,469
TOWN OF MILL1NOCKET, MAINE
State m
Property taxes
Less TIF financing
Excise taxes
Interest and lien costs
Total taxes
Licenses and permits
Intergovernmental:
Education
Tree growth reimbursement
Veterans exemption reimbursement
General assistance
State revenue sharing
Snowmobile grant
Airport grant
Homestead exemption reimbursement
BETE reimbursement
URIP- DOT Road Grant
Charges for services:
Ambulance
Police
Library
Recreation
Total charges for services
Fees and fines:
Fire fees/reimbursement
Total fees and fines
Unclassified:
Rents - Town property
Cemeteries
Public works
Transfer station
Code enforcement
Assessing
Airport
Sale of property
Employee insurance reimbursement/ref
KARE receipts (fiscal agent!
Unclassified -Town
Unclassified - School
Total unclassified
Investment earnings
Total revenues
Genera! Fund
ent of Revenues, Expenditures a
in Fund Balance • Budget and A
Year ended June 30, 2009
Budget
S 8,897,797
(1,943,129)
793,300
29,000
7,776,963
38,450
2,583,695
17,500
4,000
17,500
700,000
57,573
219,315
56,696
54,000
296,050
7,150
6,000
12,031
321,231
4,112
4,112
28,045
18,000
18,250
111,800
11,884
8,336
80,700
2,500
nds
14,310
9,000
302,325
80,000
12,517,530
nd Changes
ttnl
Actual
8,754,464
(1,173,996)
747,173
50,004
8,377,645
44,398
2,457,369
27,042
6,366
20,998
724,537
77,551
306,177
219,315
56,712
51,100
279,671
328,481
22,919
10,778
100
362,278
3,000
3,000
28,000
21,275
19,941
145,745
11,884
8,336
66,228
5,783
17,786
78,000
27,257
19,438
449,673
20,174
13,484,006
Variance
positive
negative)
(143,333)
769,133
(46,127)
21,004
600,677
5,948
(131,326)
9,542
2,366
3,498
24,537
9,978
306,177
16
(2,900)
11,006
32,431
15,769
4,778
(11,931)
41,047
(1,112)
(1,112)
(45)
3,275
1,691
33,945
(14,472)
3,283
17,786
78,000
12,947
10,438
146,848
(59,826)
966,476
2008
Actual
8,011,141
(1,829,590)
807,891
33,170
7,022,612
40,015
2,847,629
24,229
7,024
16,566
792,387
63,073
4,180
201,229
55,152
244,505
285,586
39,480
6,657
5,011
336,734
4,643
4,643
3,000
3,200
0,800
1 6,158
3,265
8,093
64,229
1,428
16,741
13,489
26,842
362,245
105,879
12,128,102
Exhibit A-2, Cont.
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes
in Fund Balance - Budget and Actual - General Fund, Continued
Expenditures:
Current:
General government:
Town Manager and Council $
Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Treasurer
Elections and registration
Assessing
Municipal building
Audit and bookkeeping
Town report
Legal services
Administration
Planning, code, development
Economic Development Committee
Total general government
Protection:
Police department
DARE Program - donations
Fire department
Ambulance
Community services
Insurances
School crossing guards
Dog constable
Enforcement officials
Total protection
Town services:
Public works administration
Transfer site
Street and road maintenance
Garage maintenance
Total town services
Community services:
Snowsled program
Library gifts and donations
Holiday observation
Human resources/assistance
General assistance
Recreation
Airport
Cemeteries
Public health and welfare agencies
Total community services
Budget
135,752
112,483
5,450
34,680
72,900
24,500
1,800
61,100
27,531
26,300
514,496
488,636
2,500
247,770
290,090
475,881
74,250
7,174
9,391
2,000
1,597,692
7,450
395,330
657,686
23,150
1,083,616
90,604
3,000
3,500
21,409
35,000
166,882
114,620
27,2S5
41,950
679,998
2009
Actual
137,979
110,623
4,060
32,898
74,559
19,500
672
57,036
26,951
22,372
501,361
510,120
5,013
231,339
283,863
480,108
69,514
7,242
11,943
2,125
980
1,602,247
7,913
391,720
682,205
24,870
1,106,708
87,907
2,968
3,500
22,163
32,540
166,591
HI, 023
25,807
31,634
623,406
Variance
positive
(negative)
(2,227)
,860
,390
,782
( ,659)
,000
,128
4,064
580
3,928
13,135
(21,484)
(2,513)
16,431
6,227
(4,227)
4,736
(68)
(2,552}
(125)
(980)
(4,555)
463)
3,610
(24,519)
(1,720)
(23,092)
2,697
32
754)
2,460
291
30,597
1,478
10,316
56,592
2008
Actual
132,533
107,221
4,859
32,182
79,058
24,500
1,674
58,056
26,118
15,493
498,258
480,887
4,409
238,462
274,361
459,555
68,104
6,551
8,103
2,000
1,173
1,543,605
8,393
381,335
652,211
22,338
1,064,277
102,541
3,124
21,094
33,253
168,624
156,273
24,638
34,045
709,799
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes
in Fund Balance - Budget and Actual - General Fund, Continued
Expenditures, continued:
Current, continued:
Education $
Insurance and fringe benefits:
Total insurance and fringe benefits
Unclassified:
County tax
Total unclassified
Debt service:
Town
Education
Total debt service
Capital outlay:
Capital outlay -Town
Special capital improvements
Historical Society property purchase
Total capital outlay
Total expenditures
expenditures
Other financing sources (uses):
Budgeted utilization of surplus - Town
Budgeted utilization of surplus - School
Overlay
Transfers out
Total other financing sources (uses)
Net change in fund balance -
budgetary basis
Reconciliation to GAAP basis:
Change in accrued teacher summer salaries
Net change in fund balance - GAAP basis
Fund balance, beginning of year
Fund balance, end of year $
Budget
7,150,483
1,097,493
1,097,493
328,139
328,139
134,360
407,205
541,565
269,714
5,194
274,908
13,268,390
(750,860)
611,016
245,786
(26,506)
68,200
(147,636)
750,860
2009
Actual
6,638,159
1,049,402
1,049,402
328,139
328,139
132,737
407,003
539,740
266,281
449,694
5,194
721,169
13,110,331
373,675
120,842
(178,233)
(57,391)
316,284
12,196
328,480
1,841,337
2,169,817
Variance
positive
(negative)
512,324
48,091
48,091
1,623
202
1,825
3,433
(449,694)
(446,261)
158,059
1,124,535
(611,016)
(245,786)
26,506
52,642
(30,597)
(808,251)
316,284
2008
Actual
6,643,969
999,928
999,928
322,676
322,676
186,818
403,165
589,983
216,985
93,806
310,791
12,683,286
(555,184)
257,133
(122,314)
134,819
(420,365)
8,717
(411,648)
2,252,985
1,841,337
ALL OTHER GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
TOWN OF MILUNOCKET
Combining Balance Sheet
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All Other Governmental Funds
ASSETS
Cash
Investments
Due from other governments
Notes receivable
Inventory
Interfund loans receivable
Total assets
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Accrued wages
Interfund loans payable
Total liabilities
Fund balances:
Reserved for:
Inventory
Non-current loans receivable
Principal
Unreserved, undesignated
Total fund balance
Total liabilities and fund balances
June 30, 2009
Special
Funds
S 105,628
163,403
254,596
10,049
179,201
S 712,877
21,208
27,468
48,676
10,049
254,596
399,556
664,201
S 712,877
Funds
3,383
38,936
42,319
3,800
3,800
16,401
22,118
38,519
42,319
Total Other
Funds
109,011
38,936
163,403
254,596
10,049
179,201
755,196
21,208
31,268
52,476
10,049
254,596
16,401
421,674
702,720
755,196
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Other Governmental Funds
For the year ended June 30, 2009
Revenues:
Gifts and donations S
Intergovernmental
Charges for services
Interest revenue
Total revenues
Expenditures:
Current:
Protection
Education
Food services
Unclassified
Total expenditures
Excess (deficiency) of revenues
over (under) expenditures
Other financing sources (uses):
Transfers from other funds
Transfers to otherfunds
Total other financing sources (uses)
Net change in fund balances
Fund balances, beginning of year
Fund balances, end of year $
Special
Revenue Permanent
Funds Funds
1,078
933,815
256,405
8,329 193
1,199,627 193
1,219
825,423
324,559
8,155
1,159,356
40,271 193
38,000
(59,082)
(21,082)
19,189 193
645,012 38,326
664,201 38,519
Total Other
Governmental
Funds
1,078
933,815
256,405
8,522
1,199,820
1,219
825,423
324,559
8,155
1,159,356
40,464
38,000
(59,082)
(21,082)
19,382
683,338
702,720
NONMAJOR GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Combining Balance Sheet
Nonmajor Special Revenue Funds
June 30, 2009
(with comparative totals for June 30, 2008)
ASSETS
Cash S
Accounts receivable
Due from other governments
Notes receivable, net of allowance of $43,253
Inventory
interfund loans receivable
Total assets $
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Accrued wages
Interfund loans payable
Total liabilities
Fund balances:
Reserved for inventory
Reserved for noncurrent loans receivable
Unreserved;
Undesignated
Total liabilities and fund balances $
CDBG
Loan Recrea
Fund tion
87,272
254,596
3,311
341,868 3,311
17,099
17,099
254,596
341,868 3,311
Compre- Fire Project School
hensive Education Get- Categorical
Plan Reserve Alarmed Programs
10,951 7,177
157,232
10,114 - - 145,099
10,114 10,951 7,177 302,331
7,251
7,251
10,114 10,951 7,177 302,331
School
Lunch
228
6,171
10,049
20,677
37,125
13,957
13,957
10,049
13,119
37,125
Exhibit C-l
Other School
Special
Revenue Totals
Funds 2009
105,628
163,403
254,596
10,049
179,201
712,877
21,208
10,369 27,468
10,369 48,676
10,049
254,596
(10,369) 399,556
712,877
2008
77,398
44,028
272,242
10,984
285,310
689,962
22,671
22,279
44,950
10,984
272,242
361,786
689,962
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Nonmajor Special Revenue Funds
For the year ended June 30,2009
(with comparative totals for the year ended June 30, 2008)
Revenues:
Program income $
Gifts and donations
Intergovernmental
Interest income
Charges for services
Total revenues
Expenditures:
Current:
Protection
Education
Food services
Bad debt expense
Total expenditures
Excess (deficiency) of revenues
over (under) expenditures
Other finan<ing sources (uses):
Transfers from other funds
Transfers to other funds
Total other financing sources (uses)
Net change in fund balances
Fund balances (deficit), beginning of year
Fund balances (deficit), end of year $
CDBG Compre- Fire Project School
Loan Recren- hensive Education Get- Categorical
Fund tion Plan Reserve Alarmed Programs
400 678
766,400
8,329 - . . .
133,808
8,329 - - 400 678 900,208
1,219
803,139
8,155 - - - - -
8,155 - - - 1,219 803,139
174 - - 400 (541) 97,069
(59,082)
(59,082)
174 - 400 (541) 37,987
324,595 3,311 10,114 10,551 7,718 257,093
(
School
Lunch
162,750
122,167
284,917
324,559
324,559
(39.642)
26,000
26,000
(13,642)
36,810
Jther School
Special
Revenue
Funds
4,665
430
5,095
22,284
22,284
(17,189)
12,000
12,000
(5,189)
(5,180)
(10,369)
Totals
2009
1,078
933,815
8,329
256,405
1,199,627
1,219
825,423
324,559
8,155
1,159,356
40,271
38,000
(59,082)
(21,082)
19,189
645,012
664,201
2008
250
1,457,076
8,760
181,265
1,647,351
517
1,165,426
346,570
43,253
1,555,766
91,585
41,500
(123,500)
(82,000)
9,585
635,427
645,012
TOWN CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Combining Balance Sheet
Town Capital Reserve Funds
June 30, 2009
(with comparative totals for June 30,2008)
Gen
J
ASSETS
Interfund loans receivable
Total assets $
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Interfund loans payable
Total liabilities
Fund balances:
Unreserved, undesignated
Total fund balances
Total liabilities and fund balances $
era! capital
le serve
86,600
102,718
102,718
102,718
102,718
Snow
Machine
6,342
6,356
6,356
6,356
6,356
Airport
Capital Reserve
19,897
122,006
122,006
122,006
122,006
Other Capital
Reserves
6,727
118,045
118,045
118,045
118,045
Earned Time
Accrual
68,546
15,197
15,197
53,349
53,349
68,546
SMI TIF
Proceeds
225,253
27,354
27,354
197,899
197,899
225,253
Leo
Marquis
1,216
1,216
1,216
1,216
School
Renovations
30,318
30,318
30,318
30,318
30,318
TotE
2009
149,884
674,458
42,551
42,551
631,907
631,907
674,458
Is
2008
131,523
646,543
103,733
103,733
542,810
542,810
646,543
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
ment of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balai
Town Capital Reserve Funds
Year ended June 30, 2009
with comparative totals for the year ended June 30. 2008)
Revenues:
Other revenue
Interest earnings
Total revenues
Expenditures:
Capital ojtlay
Tctal expenditures
Excess of revenues
ever expenditures
Other financing sources [uses):
Total other financing sources (
Net change in fund balances
Fund balances, beginning of year
Fund balances, end of year
General Snow Airport Other Earned Time
Capital Reserve Machine Capital Reserve Capital Reserve Accrual
S - - -
94 - 509 553 352
94 - 509 553 352
94 - 509 553 352
30,597
(10,809) - (15,197)
uses) - - 19,788 - (15,197)
94 - 20,297 553 (14,845)
102,634 6,356 101,709 117,492 68,194
S 102,718 6,356 122,006 118,045 53,349
SMI TIP Leo School
Proceeds Marquis Renovations
710 6
710 6
109,636
(27,354)
82,282
82,992 6
114,907 1,210 30,318
197,899 1,216 30,318
Totals
2009
2,224
2,224
140,233
(53,360)
86,873
89,097
542,810
631,907
2008
14,445
14,445
84,314
(128,733)
(44,419)
(29,974)
572,784
542,810
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TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Combining Balance Sheet
June 30, 2009
ASSETS
Cash
Investments
Total assets
LIABILITIES AND
FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Interfund loans payable
Total liabilities
Fund balances:
Principal
Unexpended income
Total fund balances
Total liabilities and fund balances
Cemetery
Perpetual
Care
S
4,236
S 4,236
-
1,401
2,835
4,236
$ 4,236
Peluso
Welfare
Trust
2,237
13,075
15,312
4,000
11,312
15,312
15,312
Ministerial
and
School
Fund
1,146
21,625
22,771
3,800
3,800
11,000
7,971
18,971
22,771
Totals
3,383
38,936
42,319
3,800
3,800
16,401
22,118
38,519
42,319
TOWN OF MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Nonmajor Permanent Funds
For the year ended June 30, 2009
Cemetery Peluso
Perpetual Welfare
Care Trust
Ministerial
and
School
Fund Totals
Revenues:
Investment income
Donations
Expenditures:
Current:
Other miscellaneous
Total expenditures
Net change in fund balances
Fund balances, beginning of year
21
4,215
65
15,247
107 193
18,864 38,326
Fund balances, end of year 4,236 15,312 18,971 38,519
